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State of Stress in the Conterminous United States
MARY LOU ZOBACK AND MARK ZOBACK
U.S. Geological
Survey,Reston,Virginia22092

Inferringprincipalstress
directions
fromgeologic
data,focalmechanisms,
andin situstressmeasurements,we haveprepareda map of principalhorizontalstressorientations
for the conterminous
United
States.Stressprovinces
with lineardimensions
whichrangebetween100and 2000km weredefinedon

thebasisof thedirections
andrelativemagnitude
of principal
stresses.
Withina givenprovince,
stress
orientations
appearquiteuniform(usually
withintheestimated
rangeof accuracy
of thedifferent
methods usedto determinestress).Available data on the transitionin stressdirectionbetweenthe different

stress
provinces
indicate
thatthesetransitions
canbeabrupt,occurring
over<75 km in places.
In the
western
UnitedStates,
a regionof activetectonism
characterized
byhighlevelsof seismicity
andgenerallyhighheatflow,thestress
patternis complex,
butnumerous
stress
provinces
canbewelldelineated.
Despite
relative
tectonic
quiescence
in theeastern
andcentral
UnitedStates,
a majorvariation
in princi-

pal stressorientationis apparentbetweenthe AtlanticCoastand midcontinentareas.Most of the eastern

UnitedStates
is markedby predominantly
compressional
tectonism
(combined
thrustandstrikeslip
faulting),
whereas
muchof the regionwestof the southern
GreatPlainsis characterized
by predominantly
extensional
tectonism
(combined
normal
andstrikeslipfaulting).
Deformation
alongtheSan
Andreas
faultandin partsoftheSierraNevada
isnearlypurestrikeslip.Exceptions
tothisgeneral
pat-

ternincludeareasof compressional
tectonics
in thewestern
UnitedStates(thePacificNorthwest,
the

Colorado
Plateau
interior,
andtheBigBendsegment
of theSanAndreas
fault)andthenormalgrowth
faultingalongtheGulf CoastalPlain.Sources
of stress
areconstrained
notonlyby theorientation
and
relativemagnitude
of the stresses
withina givenprovincebut alsoby the mannerof transitionof the
stress
fieldfromoneprovinceto another.Muchof themodempatternof stress
in thewesternUnited
States
canbeattributed
to present
transform
motionandresidual
thermalanddynamic
effects
of Tertiarysubduction
alongthewestern
edgeof theNorthAmerican
plate.Abruptstress
transitions
around
activelyextending
regionsin the westernUnitedStatesprobablyreflectshallowsources
of stressand
anomalously
thin lithosphere.
Largeareascharacterized
by a uniformstress
fieldin thecentraland east-

ernUnitedStates
suggest
broadscale
platetectonic
forces.
In themidcontinent
region,
bothridgepush
andasthenospheric
viscous
dragresistance
to lithospheric
motioncanexplaintheNE-SWcompression
in thecold,thicklithosphere
ofthecraton,
although
drag-induced
stress
directions
(resistance
toabsolute
platemotion)
correlate
betterwiththedatathandotheridgepushdirections.
Asthenospheric
counterflowmodels
donotapplyin thisregion,
aspredicted
stress
orientations
areabout90ø off.A regionof
compression
oriented
approximately
perpendicular
to thecontinental
marginandAppalachian
foldbelt
isdefined
bythestress
dataalongtheAtlanticCoast.ThisNW-SEcompression
isin directcontrast
with
previous
models
predicting
extension
perpendicular
topassive
continental
margins
duetolateraldensity
contrasts
atthecontinental-oceanic
crustinterface.
Ridgepushforces,
whilecapable
ofproducing
a componentof compression
across
thecoastalarea,donotexplaintheobserved
orientation
of thestress.
Two

speculative
mechanisms
aresuggested
to explaintheobserved
orientations:
(1) rotationof stress
(or
strain)dueto anisotropic
Appalachian
basement
structure
and(2) flexuraleffects
associated
witherosion
and isostaticreboundof the Appalachians.

INTRODUCTION

Data are presentedin terms of the orientation and relative
magnitude of maximum and minimum horizontal stressesand

Detailedknowledge
of the patternof intraplatestress
proWe haveassumed
that oneprincipalstressis
videsimportantconstraints
onmodelsof globaltectonicproc- a verticalstress.

essesand the mechanismof plate motions.On a finer scale, vertical, and the horizontalcomponentsof the in situ stress
principalstresses.
Evidence
supporting
thisasboththepatternof stress
andvariationsin thepatternmustbe fieldrepresent
of the nearlyverticalattitude
known to understand intraplate volcanism and tectonism sumptionincludesobservations

oversignificant
depthintervals
at a givenloproperly.In addition,in regionsof relativetectonicquies- of dikesexposed
1961]aswellastheabsence
of exposed
cence,knowledge
of the in situstress
fieldis requiredfor de- cality[R. B. Johnson,
dikes
that
appear
not
to
have
been
eraplaced
vertically
(D.
lineationof potentialseismichazardsassociated
with prePollard,oral Communication,
1980).In addition,measureexisting zonesof weaknessin the crust.
This studyrepresents
an attemptto map the modernstress mentsof the completestresstensorin deepmines[McGarr
field (_primarilyQuaternaryin the westernUnited Statesand
Tertiaryand youngerin the East)in the conterminous
United
States. Principal stressorientations have been determined

and Gay, 1978] and the near-horizontal orientations of the

greatmajorityof stressaxesinferredfrom earthquakefocal
mechanisms
alsoindicatethatregionally
theprincipalstresses

from geologicobservations,
earthquakefocal mechanisms, are horizontal and vertical.
The majorcontribution
of the presentstudyis the inclusion
and in situ stressmeasurements.
An attempthas also been
madeto categorize
broadregionsnot only by the orientations of new geologicdata on the orientationof the stressfield,
of the principalstresses
but alsoby theirrelativemagnitudes, largelyin the westernUnited States.In addition,we haveattemptedto gobackto the originalreferences
and checkthe reas inferredfrom currentlyactivetectonism.
Thispaperis not subjectto U.S. copyright.
Published
in 1980by
the AmericanGeophysicalUnion.
Paper number 80B1093.
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liability of previouslycompileddata, particularlyfor focal
mechanisms.
We haveexcluded
poorlyconstrained
pointsand
haverelied,wheneverpossible,
on averages
of a numberof so-
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lutions in a given locality. The quality criteria used are detailed below.
PRINCIPAL

STRESS ORIENTATION

INDICATORS

Some discussionis warranted of the different techniques
used for determiningprincipal stressorientations,especially
the major assumptions
associated
with eachtechniqueas well
as the inherent difficultiesand uncertainties.Incorporationof
the geologicstressindicatorsis our main contributionto previous compilationsof stressdata.

break can be identified,the maximum vertical and strike slip
offsets(along the samesegmentof the break) can be used to
determinethe net horizontalcomponentsof slip.
Large-scalegroovesand parallelslickensides
on an exposed
fault surface indicate the relative direction of motion of two

crustal blocks. Unfortunately, well-preservedfault scarpsin
competentrocksare rarely exposed.In the Basin and Range
province, a region of abundant Quaternary faulting, most
young scarps occur in alluvium, basinward of the main
ranges.However, surfaceexposuresof fault scarpsare known
and are sometimesexposedseveralkilometers(occasionally
GeologicData
tensof kilometers)along strike.Measurementof groovesand
Geologicinformationon principal stressorientationscan be slickensides
at a numberof sitesalonga fault providesa mean
divided into two main categories:observationsof fault slip horizontal direction of slip for a major crustal block. Conand the alinements of young (<5 m.y.B.P., predominantly sistencyof the horizontalcomponentof slip despitechangesin
Quaternary)volcanicfeeders.For the westernUnited States, strike of as much as 90ø [M. L. Zoback, 1978; Pavlis and
many of thesedata came from M. L. Zoback [1979], Thomp- Smith, 1980]indicatesthat thesegroovesand slickensides
acson and Zoback [1979] and M. L. Zoback and M.D. Zoback curately record the major block motion. One sourceof error
[1980]. In the east,geologicdata on young faulting compiled in this kind of studyis the possibilityof a local downdipcomby Prowell [1980] was especiallyuseful.
ponent of motion of gravitationallyunstableblocksthat slide
Detailed information on fault slip can be usedto determine down into the valley. This sourceof error could resultin meathe net horizontal componentof motion on oblique slip nor- sured slip directionsthat are spuriouslyrotated toward the
mal and thrust faults. Measurementsof fault slip direction valley.
yield the net directionof horizontalshorteningin the caseof
Some of the geologicslip data reportedhere were derived
oblique slip thrustfaults,and the net horizontalextensiondi- from detailed studiesinvolving a number of localities on a
rection on oblique slip normal faults. The occurrence of givenfault surface,whereasother data representonly a single
oblique slip suggestsslip on favorably oriented preexisting measurement(seeTable 1 for details).The standarddeviation
planesof weakness(i.e., faults). We assumehere that the ac- of the mean horizontal componentof slip in the detailed studtual horizontal slip direction reflectsthe regional stressfield. iesis ñ10ø-15
'?,whichis probably
a reasonable
estimate
of
Available strain data for the western United States indicate
the accuracyof all the fault slip data despitethe fact that indithat the regionalstressand strain axes,in general,do coincide vidual measurementsgenerallyhave a precisionof :1:2ø.
[e.g.,Prescottet al., 1979],and in detail, in situ stressand reAn additional method of determiningfault slip utilizes regional strainmeasurements
at the Nevada Test Site yield con- centobservationsof coreholesoffsetby motion on preexisting
sistentprincipal axes [S. W. Smith and R. Kind, 1972;Haim- fault surfaces. These core hole offsets are considered to be resonet al., 1974].Thus in a normal faulting regime,suchas in liable stressindicatorswhen (1) fault motion occursyears afthe Basin and Range and the Guff Coast provinces,the hori- ter excavation,and (2) the senseof motion is not causedby
zontal componentof slip (or opening)is inferred to be region- the creation of a stress-freesurfaceand thus is gravitationally
ally in the directionof the leastprincipalstress.Similarly,in a controlled(seethe work of Schiifer[1979]in the Appalachian
thrust faulting regimethe net horizontal slip shouldbe in the Fold Belt).
direction of the greatestprincipal stress.
Where detailed information on the directionof slip is unaThe actual directionof slip on a preexistingfault plane oc- variable,an approximatemethodfor determiningstressoriencurs in the direction of maximum resolved shear stress on that
tation relieson the trend of youngfaultsand the senseof only
plane when the ratio of shearto normal stressexceedsthe fric- the predominanttype of offset(generallyvertical, either nortional strength.To predictaccuratelythe directionof slip on a mal or reverse).This method has been used for the Atlantic
fault with a given orientation, both the orientation of the re- CoastalPlain and Gulf Coastareas.The assumptionof purely
gional principal stresses
and their relative magnitudesmust be dip slip faulting for active Gulf Coast normal faults is probknown [e.g., Wallace, 1951]. Thus it is impossibleto infer ably valid. For the Atlantic Coastal Plain this method was
uniquelyprincipalstressorientationsfrom observations
of slip usedbecauseit providedthe only availabledata;however,the
on a singlefault. However, if slip observationsare made for a possibleerrorsare recognizedas potentially being quite large
family of faults influencedby a single regional stressfield, (perhapsas large as 20ø-30ø;see Wallace[195'1]and Raleigh
then these observations can be inverted to determine the oriet al. [ 1972]).
entation of the principal stresses[e.g., Angelier, 1979; Carey,
The secondtype of geologicindicatorof principal stress
1979]. Unfortunately, such detailed studies have not been entation is linear volcanic feeders, such as dikes and cinder
done in the United States.The fault slip data included here conealinements,wherethe cinderconealinementpresumably
constrainonly the approximateprincipal stressorientations.
reflectsthe geometryof an underlying fissureor dike. E. M.
Two methods of determining fault slip geologicallyare Anderson[1951] and Odd [1956]have concludedon theoretical
from measurementsof (1) historicoffsetsand (2) groovesand grounds that dike intrusion should follow planes perslickensideson exposedfault scarps.Of thesetwo methods, pendicular to the axis of least principal stresswithin a rock
data from the first are often the most diffcult to obtain and
mass,resultingin magma-fracing[Yoder, 1976] analogousto
the least reliable. Surfacescarpsof earthquakesare rarely a hydraulic fracturing. Clearly, there can be no static shear
singletracebut rather a zone of breaks,so a completepicture stressacrossa magma-filledcrack, and numerousexamples
of slip requiresknowledgeof the total dip slip and strike slip exist of dike swarms that crosscut earlier structures and maincomponentsof motion for all breaks. However, if a major tain a constanttrend in rockscontainingabundantpreexisting
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fractures and faults [e.g., Christiansenand McKee, 1978, p. however,can only be shownto be of Tertiary or Quaternary
294]. Koons[1945],in a carefulstudyof late Quaternarybasalt age.
fields north of the Grand Canyon, saw through the possible
Focal Mechanisms
confusion of parallel cinder cone alignments and nearby
faults:
PressureP and tension T axes derived from earthquake
focal
mechanismsare one of the most commonlyused inDetailed examination of exposed bedrock near these aligned
dicatorsof tectonicstress.However,principal stressorientagroupsshowsthat, thoughthe linesof conesparallel fault trends
the cones do not lie on observed fault lines ... cones tend to occur
tions obtainedfrom fault plane solutionsare inherentlythe
in distinctlines,parallel to, but not associatedwith, observedsurface fractures.This parallelism may have resultedfrom stresses
in existence at the time of deformation.

In addition, Nakamura [1977] and Nakamura et al. [1978]
convincinglydemonstratedthe correspondence
between linear volcanic feedersand regional stressas determined from
studiesof active faults,earthquakefocal mechanisms,and the
directionof convergencealong major plate boundaries.Thus
in regionsof active volcanism,linear volcanicfeederscan be
used to determine principal stressorientations.Lachenbruch
and Sass[1978]alsohave suggested
that the axisof maximum
elongationof calderasshouldcorrespondto the regional least
principal stressdirection.In the presentstudy,however,we
have usedonly dike trendsand cinder cone alinementswhich
can be determinedwith greater precision.

least reliable indicators of stress orientation because the P and

T axescannot be equated with certaintyto the greatestand
least principal stressdirections.McKenzie [1969] demonstratedthat for the generalcaseof triaxial stressthe only restrictionon the greatestprincipal stressimposedby the fault
plane solution is that this stressdirection must lie in the same
quadrant as the P axis but could, in fact, be nearly normal to

the P direction.McKenzie'sobjectionswere basedlargely on
the fact that mostshallowcrustalearthquakesoccuron preexistingfaultsratherthan by the fracturingof intact homogeneousmaterial and that shearstresses
at shallowdepthsare
muchtoo smallto causefailure. Raleighet al. [1972],however,
pointed out that the strengthof intact homogeneous
rock is

suchthatnewfaultswill begenerated
wherefaultsexistat un-

favorableorientations.Experimentallyderivedfaulting relaStress directions inferred from cinder cone alinements are
tionsreportedby Raleigh et al. suggestthat only preexisting
generallybasedon linear alinementsof four or more vents. planeslying at • 10ø-50ø to S,, the greatestprincipalstressdi-

Some of these linear zones are quite impressive,extend for
nearly 20 km, and contain as many as 16 individual eruptive
centers(e.g., the Don Carlos Hills in northeasternNew Mexico, site NM-22, Table 1). Dike trends are based on a visual
regional average in which the longestand most continuous
dikesgenerallyare given the greatestweight. Again, as in the
caseof the fault slip data, individual measurementsmay be
made with an accuracyof +_1ø-2ø. However,variationsin any
given area suggestthat a more reasonableassessment
of the
reliability of the stressorientationdeterminationis _+5ø-10ø.
Measured ellipticity of wells resultingfrom caving of walls
(breakouts)has also been proposedas a principal stressindicator. Cox [1970] and Babcock[1978] have reported consistent orientations of elongationswithin individual wells and

rection, would slip (i.e., when S, is between 40ø-80 ø to the
normal to the fault plane). Therefore they concludedthat the
P axis(taken as lying at 45ø to the fault plane) couldbe in error by no more than 35o-40ø when slidingon a preexisting
fault producesthe earthquake.Furthermore,they suggested
that if the nodal plane correspondingto the fault is known,
the P axis (correspondingto the greatestprincipal stress)
shouldbe plotted at 60ø of the normal of the fault plane and
at 30ø to the slip direction. In this casethe orientation of the
greatestprincipal stresswould be in error by no more than
20 ø.

However, selectionof the actual fault plane is frequently
difficult and the P and T axesstandardlyreportedare at 45ø
to the nodal planes. Thus it appearsthat the best method of
between wells distributed over an area of more than 3 x 105 analyzing focal mechanismdata is to considera number of
km2 on the high plainsof Alberta, Canada.In one 200 x 250 earthquakesoccurringon differentfaultsin a particular area
km region, nine wells showedonly a 20ø variation in mean and then to rely on averageP and T directions.In this way the
predominantelongationorientations(azimuths:130ø, 135ø, errors due to slip on preexisting planes of various trends
140ø, 142ø, 142ø, 143ø, 146ø, 146ø, 150ø). These consistent should hopefully tend to cancel, and the correct average P
orientationsare independentof lithologicand age boundaries and T directions will be obtained. M. L. Zoback and M.D.
as well as dip of the strata. Bell and Gough[1979] have sug- Zoback [ 1980]comparedextensiondirectionson major faults
gestedthat the breakoutsresponsible
for theseelongationsare in the northernBasinand Range,determinedusingfault slip
causedby concentrationof stresses
at the walls of wells with data, with the T axesof focal mechanisms.
Despitelarge scatthe direction of elongation coincidingwith the least hori- ter in the focal mechanismdata (standarddeviation,_+25ø),
zontal principal stressorientation. Utilizing experimentally the mean directionsand the geologicallydetermined extenderived stressmagnitudesrequired to produce spalling, they sion directionsfall within 3ø of one another;this result sugsuggestthat at leastone of the horizontalstresses
must exceed geststhat the T axesare fairly reliable indicatorsof principal
the lithostat indicating a compressional(strike slip or thrust stress/straindirections.Both R. B. Smith [1977] and Eaton
faulting) stressregime.
[1979] have also noted that regionally good correlation beFinally,somediscussion
iswaiTanted
regarding
theageof tween earthquakeP and T axesand nearby in situ stressdata
the geologicstressfield indicatorsutilized in our study. In the throughout the United States. However, as outlined in the
westernUnited States,only featuresyoungerthan 5 m.y. and previousparagraph, stressdirectionsderived from individual
generallyyounger than 3 m.y. were included. (The ages of focal mechanisms could be in error as much as 35o-40 ø. We
specificsitesare listedunder 'comments'on Table 1.) Consid- have attemptedto rely, wheneverpossible,on averageP and
erable stressfield uniformity is found over this time period in T directionsfrom a number of solutionsin any given area.
severalareas.In the easternUnited States,two groupsof data
The best seismiccoverageis in California, where detailed
were used:the data in New England representpostglacialand studieshave been made of focal mechanisms
along segments
Holocenefaulting; the tectonismin the Atlantic Coastal Plain, of the San Andreas fault. From these studies the mean P and
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T axeswere consideredfor the presentcompilation. Elsewhere typically cannot be used more than several tens of meters
in the United States,coverageis largely from singleevent so- from free surfacesand that they seemto be extremely sensilutions and, lessfrequently, from microearthquakecomposite tive to local inhomogeneitiesin the rock. McGarr and Gay
solutions. In the central and eastern United States, most of the
[1978] gave an excellent review of these techniquesand disfocal mechanisms used [from Herrmann, 1979] are con- cussedmany of the inherent experimentaldifficulties.
Stress measurements made within several tens of meters of
strained by both body wave and surfacewave solutions.
As discussedearlier, we have assumedthat two of the prin- the surface have not been included in this study. Such meacipal stressdirectionsare horizontal and that the third is verti- surementsare particularly susceptibleto the effectsof weathcal. Thus only horizontal stressaxes,as inferred from the fault ering, erosion, and deglaciation.Also, nearby surface fracplane solutions,that have plungesof lessthan 20ø were con- tures and joints can apparently act to decouplesurfacerocks
sidered.A few rare exceptionsof T axes with plungesup to from the tectonic stressfield [Haimson, 1978a;M.D. Zoback
30ø were included where the consistencyof the stressorienta- and J. C. Roller, 1979].
tion with surroundingdata justified their inclusion.InformaSTRESS MAP OF THE CONTERMINOUS
UNITED
STATES
tion on the plungesof P and T axesis listed in Table 1.
Utili?.ing the three types of principal stressindicators disCompilations of fault plane solutions for the western
United Statesby R. B. Smith and A. G. Lindh [1978], in the cussed above, we have assembledtwo maps of horizontal
Rio Grande rift by Sanford et al. [1979] and for the eastern stress orientations for the conterminous United States. The
United Statesby Sbar and Sykes[1977] and Herrmann [1979] data are numbered by states(Table 1) and presentedon a
were the primary data sourcesin the presentstudy. However, map of physiographicprovincesof the United Statesin Plates
we attempted,wheneverpossible,to return to the original ref1 and 2. Figure 1 names the physiographicprovincesof the
erences and reject poorly constrained mechanisms.Further United States [after Fenneman, 1946] for reference. In Plate 1
details of particular focal mechanismsare discussedin the sec- we showthe least principal horizontal stressdirection and the
tions on individual stressprovinces.
type of stressindicator used in the determination;siteswhere
more than one type of stressindicator was usedare designated
In Situ Stress Measurements
by multiple symbols.A descriptionof each site is listed in
The third stressindicator used in this study was the direct Table 1. We choseto presentonly the least principal horizondeterminationsof both the orientation and magnitude of tec- tal stressin Plate 1 becauseof the consistencyof this principal
tonic stressat depth. We primarily consideredmeasurements axis throughout a broad region of the western United States
made by the hydraulicfracturing('hydrofrac')technique,cur- that includes the Basin and Range province, the Sierra Nerently the only method of measuringstressat large distances vada, and the area along the San Andreasfault. In regionsof
from free surfaces.The technique consistsof hydraulically active thrust or reversefaulting, the leastprincipal horizontal
isolatinga sectionof a well or borehole(by meansof inflat- stressshown is actually the intermediate principal stress
able rubber packers)and pressurizingthe isolatedsectionun- Plate 2 presentsthe stressdata in a manner to depict the relatil a tensile fracture is induced at the well bore. If the borehole
tive magnitude of the horizontal and vertical stresseswith the
parallels one principal stress(usually the lithostat), a vertical stressprovinceswe have defined to indicate regionsin which
fracture will form at the azimuth of the greatest horizontal the relative magnitude and orientation of the stressfield is
principal stress,which generallycan be determinedto better fairly uniform.
As shown in Plate 2, the United States can be divided into
than +_10ø. However, repeated measurementsat different
depth intervalswithin a given boreholegenerallyhave a range stressprovinceswhich correspond,in a generalway, with the
of + 150, probably a more accurate estimate of the reliability physiographicprovinces.In the followingsectionsthe individof the method.
ual stressprovincesare discussedin detail. First, a few imporFrom the pressure-timehistory of hydraulic fracture forma- tant generalobservationsthat can be made from Plates 1 and
tion and extension,the magnitudesof both horizontal princi- 2:
pal stressescan be computed. Assessingthe accuracy of the
1. In regionswhere more than one type of stressindicator
stressmagnitudes determined from any given measurement was available a good correspondenceexists between the recan be quite difficult and requiresdetailed knowledgeof the sults of the different methods, generally well within the estipressure-timedata and well conditions.Typically, the least mated accuracyof individual determinations.
horizontal principal stresscan be determinedwith greater ac2. The intraplate stressfield for that part of the North
curacy than the greatestbecausedeterminationof the greatest American plate represented by the conterminous United
principal horizontal stressrequires an assumptionof linear States is not uniform. Variations in the relative magnitude
elasticityaround the well bore. The hydrofrac techniquewas and orientation of the principal stresseshave wavelengths
describedin detail by Haimson and Fairhurst [1970] and inter- which range from 100 to 3000 km. The westernUnited States,
pretation of hydrofrac data was discussedat length by M.D.
a site of active tectonismcharacterizedby a high level of seisZoback et al. [1977, 1980b]and McGarr and Gay [1978]. Com- micity and generally high heat flow, is marked by a complex
pilations of hydrofrac stress measurements by Haimson pattern of stress.Even in the easternUnited States,despiteits
[1977b] and McGarr and Gay [1978] were used extensivelyin relative tectonic quiescence,major variations in principal
this study.
stressorientationsappear to exist.
Severalother widely usedstressmeasurementmethodscan
3. Broad regionsof the crust (with linear dimensionsas
be broadly characterized as stressrelief techniques. These large as 3000 km in the midcontinentarea) can be characmethodsare all basicallypassiveand involve measurementof terizedby a relativelyuniform stressfield (within +10ø-20ø).
the strain or displacementthat occurswhen the ambient stress
4. Large changesin orientationof the principal stressfield
field is relieved by techniquessuchas overcoring.The most (up to 90ø) can occurlaterallyover shortdistances(<about 75
significantdrawbacksof stressrelief techniquesare that they km). These changesmay be due to an actual rotation of the
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Fig. 1. Index map with namesof physiographicprovincesshownon Plates I and 2.

principal stressfield or a rapid changein the relative magnitude of principal stresses.
STRESS PROVINCES: WESTERN

UNITED

tudesof the principalstresscan be representedin the following manner:

STATES

The westernUnited Statesrepresentsa broad area of active
tectonism,as evidencedby the high level of seismicity(Figure
2) and the generallyhigh heat flow (Figure 6). Plate 2 indicatesour interpretationsof the various stressprovincesin
that region.Where the data coverageis somewhatsparse,we
havealsoreliedon the seismicitymap (Figure2) aswell as on
Howard et al.'s [1978] map of young faults in the United
States(alongwith their accompanying
discussion)
to delineate
the stressprovinces.As might be expected,in areasof good
data coveragea good generalcorrespondence
is apparent be-

S ! > S2 > S3
or

SN-S> SE-w> Sv

Crosson[1972] has suggestedthat the occurrenceof both
strike slip and thrust earthquakesmay result from a more
rapid increasewith depth of the verticalstressrelativeto the
horizontal stresses.Thus thrust faulting (Sv, least principal
stress)wouldbe favoredat shallowdepths,whereasstrikeslip
faulting(Sv, intermediateprincipalstress)would be expected
tweenthe provincesdefinedby Howardet al., on the basisof at greaterdepths.
Two distinctareasof relatively activetectonismwithin the
patternsand stylesof Cenozoicfaulting,and the provincesdefined by stressmagnitudesand orientations.
PacificNorthwest provincedemonstratecontrastingstylesof
deformationresultingfrom the N-S compression.The Puget
PacificNorthwest
Sound-OlympicPeninsulaareais the siteof severallargehisThe PacificNorthweststressprovinceincludesthe only ac- torical earthquakes (including both upper crustal and
tive andesitic volcanic chain within the conterminous United
mantles60- to 70-kin depthsvents) and also of numerous
States (the Cascades);it also includesthe Pacific coastal Quaternary scarpsshowingstrike slip and reversefaulting.
rangesin Washingtonand Oregonand the 'back arc' region, Farther east in the central Columbia Plateau, a largely aseisthe Columbia Plateau. The following discussiondraws heav- mic region,folding along east-westtrendingaxesthat began
throughout
the Quaterily from summariesof the regionalstresses
and tectonicset- in late Tertiarytime havecontinued
Inclusionof the Casting of the PacificNorthwestby Crosson[1972],Davis [1977], nary [cf. Davis, 1977, for references].
cades andesitic volcanic chain in the Pacific Northwest comand R. B. Smith [ 1977, 1978].
The least principal horizontal stressdirection throughout pressionalstressprovinceis consistent
with observations
of a

this provinceaveragesabout east-west;the consistentstress
axis,however,appearsto be alined with the greatestprincipal
stressS!, a horizontalN-S compression.
Focal mechanisms
indieate both strike slip and thrustfaulting;a predominanceof
thrust mechanismssuggests
that the vertical stressS, may, in
general,be the leastprincipalstressS3. The relative magni-

stateof compression
within islandarcsbehindwhich there is
no activeextension[Nakamura et al., 1978].This compression

is generallyparallelto the directionof convergence
which,as
discussedbelow, is not the case in the Pacific Northwest.

The predominance
of relativeN-S compression
within the
PacificNorthwestdistinguishes
this stressprovincefrom the
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Fig. 2. Seismicitymap of westernUnited States[from R. B. Smith, 1978].Data setprimarily includesinstrumentally
locatedearthquakesfrom 1950to 1972,but someearlier earthquakesare alsoincorporated.Eventsare not differentiated
by magnitude.In California, minimum magnitudeearthquakesplotted are M ~ 1, and for rest of the westernUnited
States,M-• 3. Outlinesof physiographicprovinceshave been added. Dashed line in the southernpart of northern Basin
and Range marksapproximateeastwardextentof pure strike slip fault plane solutionsin that region.

Basin and Range provinceto the south,which is characterized
by WNW-ESE extensionaltectonics.An approximatelyeastwestzone at about 44.5øN latitude (roughlythe northernmost
extent of basin-range-typenormal faulting) separatesthese
two provinces.R. B. Smith [1978]identifiedthis east-westzone
as a relativelyaseismicintraplateboundarythat may extend
eastwardeither to the edgeof the aseismicSnakeRiver plain
or to a zone of earthquakestrending northwestthrough the
Idaho batholith (Figure 2). Blackwell[ 1978]hasshownthat an
east-westtrending thermal energy boundary coincideswith
this stressboundary.

San Andreas

The mostseismicallyactiveregionwithin the United States
is the California coast area, which includes the San Andreas

fault system.The San Andreas and subsidiarysubparallel
faultsmark a major fight-lateraltransformplateboundarybetween the Pacific and North American plates.
Leastprincipalhorizontalstresses,
which are relativelyuniform throughoutthe province,trend E-W to WNW-ESE, but

the regionalpatternof stresscan be complicatedlocallyby an
often complex geometry of interacting faults [e.g., Pavoni,

ZOBACK AND ZOBACK: STATE OF STRESS IN CONTERMINOUS

1979; Ellsworth and Marks, 1980]. The generally strike slip
styleof deformationindicatesthat this horizontalstressdirection doesin fact correspondto S3.The relative magnitudesof
the stresses are thus

S• > S2 > S3
or

S-N-s > Sv > S-E-W

Exceptionsto this general style of strike slip deformation
occur throughoutthe provinceon faults striking at large anglesto the NW-SE San Andreastrend.Motion on thesefaults
appearsconsistent
with the regionalstressfield, i.e., thrustor
reversefaulting on approximately east-westtrending faults
and normal displacements on approximately north-south
faults. The consistencyof the P and T axesfor slip on these
faultswith widely varying trendsreinforcesthe useof average
P and T directionsas reliable indicatorsof the principal stress
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late Miocene time the Mojave block was deformedprimarily
by normal faulting along NW trending faults [Dibblee, 1967].
Current tectonismin this block, as evidencedby recent seismicity, faulting, geodeticdata, and generallysubduedtopography, indicates primarily fight-lateral strike slip motion on
theseNW trendingfaults and justifiesits inclusionas part of
the San Andreas province.
The Mojave block is separatedfrom the Sierra Nevada and
southwesternGreat Basin to the north by the ENE trending
Garlock

fault. The Garlock

fault has been described as a ma-

jor left-lateral fault conjugateto the San Andreassystem[M.
L. Hill and T. W. Dibblee, 1953]and alsoas a major continental transform accommodating extension in the Basin and
Range to the north in relation to the Mojave block; increasing
fault offsetson the Garlock to the west supportthe transform
fault interpretation [Davis and Burchfiel, 1973]. Furthermore,
westward shifting of the block to the north of the Garlock
fault due to this extensionhas probably contributedto the
directions.
westward bending or deflection of the San Andreas fault
The most obvious example of a change in deformational where the two faults meet [Davis and Burchfiel,1973].Limited
style along the San Andreasoccurswhere the trend of the information on extension directions on normal faults north of
fault markedlychangesin the Big Bendarea of southernCali- the Mojave block, however, indicate that the horizontal disfornia. The post-Miocene to present development of the placementmay not parallel the Garlock fault as would be reTransverseRangesis dramatic evidenceof crustalshortening quired for true transform-stylefaulting.
in that area [Jahns, 1973]. There, the fault system trends
Sierra Nevada
nearly east-west,and the primary mode of deformationis
folding and thrust or reversefaulting. This large-scalethrust
The Sierra Nevada marks a transitionfrom the primarily
and reversefaulting requiresa verticalleastprincipal stressas strike slip deformation along the San Andreas fault to the exopposedto the regionalhorizontalorientationof S3.This ap- tensionaltectonicsof the Basin and Range province.Accordparentexchange(or rotation)of the principalstresses
can eas- ingly, severallines of evidenceon active tectonicsof the Sierra
ily be explainedif in that area the leastprincipalhorizontal indicate both strike slip and normal faulting. Examples of
stressand the vertical stressare approximatelyequal in mag- pure strike slip deformationinclude the Kern Canyon fault, a
nitude.
major (--•80 km long) N-S trending fight-lateral fault active
Compressionalfeaturesoutsidethe Big Bend area include throughout late Tertiary time [Moore and duBray, 1978] and
Neogeneanticlinessubparallelto the San Andreasfault [e.g., the microfaulting discussedbelow. However, the extensional
Harding, 1976; Wilcox et al., 1973; Blake et al., 1978] and tectonicsof the Basin and Range province,includingnormal
thrusttype focal plane mechanismsin the Coast Ranges(see faulting and high heat flow, extends50-100 km into the eastCA-9 and CA-10, Table 1). These featuresprovide evidence ern Sierra;Lake Tahoe, for example,is a down-droppedbasin
that the San Andreas provinceis not in pure shear,as a com- like thoseto the eastin Nevada. Also, major earthquakeswith
ponentof compressionis actingnormal to the fault.
both strike slip (1966 Truckee earthquake,CA-31) and norCrustal shorteningin the Big Bend area can be thought of mal (1975 Oroville earthquake,CA-32) faulting mechanisms
as resultingfrom the large left-steppingshift in the San An- have been recorded in the northern Sierra.
dreasfault. Similarly, near en echelonoffsetsbetween active
Least principal horizontal stressdirections trend WNWstrandsof the fault, a changein deformationalstylecan be ex- ESE to E-W in the northern Sierrabut appeargraduallyto ropected. The geometryof these offsetsrequireslocal crustal tate until they are trending approximately NW-SE in the
shorteningin the caseof left-steppingoffsetsand local crustal southernSierra. Stressorientationsfrom different typesof inextensionin the caseof right-steppingoffsets.Hill [1977] has dicatorsagreefairly well within the Sierra Nevada block;furpresenteda modelto explainthe styleof deformationand ex- thermore, least horizontal stressorientationsagree well with
tensionwithin right-steppingoffsets.This model was tested those in the surroundingSan Andreas and Basin and Range
with data from two localities along the San Andreas fault provinces.
[Weaver and Hill, 1979]. Active extensionin one of these loThe existenceof contemporaneousstrike slip and normal
calities(Salton Trough) is stronglysuggested
by normal fault faulting in the Sierra Nevada suggests
that the magnitudesof
scarps[Sharp, 1976],high heat flow, and a few normal fault the vertical and greatest principal horizontal stressesare
focal mechanisms within the zone of offset. Weaver and Hill
nearly equal and can readfly exchange.The principal stress
also reported that the T axes for fault plane solutionsfrom field probably has the form
earthquakesalongthe offsetfault strandsand within the offset
S• = S2 >> S3
volume are nearly invariant. This result suggeststhat the direction of S3 is not significantlyperturbed from its regional or
orientation in the vicinity of the offsets.The occurrenceof
SN•E = Sv >> Sw•w
normal faulting, however,suggests
that locally, $1 is vertical
rather than horizontal.
Thus local variations in the relative magnitudesof SSSEand
Also included in the San Andreas subprovinceis the left- Sv and/or local faulting trendsmay determine whether strike
lateral, Garlock fault and the Mojave block. During middle to slip or normal faulting occurs.
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Many of the least principal stressdirectionsin the Sierra
Nevada block (CA 19-22, 24-25, and 28-30, Table 1) come
from a unique studyby Lockwoodand Moore [1979]of offsets
on near-vertical strike slip microfaults. These microfaults are
orientedin two conjugatesets,a north to northeaststrikingset
that sho•s fight-lateraloffset,and an eastto northeaststriking
set that showsleft-lateral offset.The age of this microfaulting
is poorly established;the faults formed after solidificationof
the youngestplutonsin the Sierra Nevada (79 m.y.B.P.) and
are known

to cut a late Miocene

volcanic dike in one area. A

maximum horizontal extensional-straindirection (assumedto
be alined regionally with the least principal stress)was taken
as the bisector of the obtuse angle of the average microfault
trends.A pure shear constantvolume analysisbasedon a detailed study of microfault offsetsin one locality indicatesthat
the true maximum extensional-straindirection differs by only
6 ø from the bisector.
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Seismicityextendsthroughout the province (see Figure 2);
however, it is most concentrated along the margins of the
northern Basin and Range, in the N-S trending Nevada seismic zone on the west and the Intermountain

Seismic Belt on

the east [Sbar et al., 1972]. A roughly north trending belt of
historicalearthquakesof magnitude>7 occurswithin the Nevada SeismicBelt [Ryall et al., 1966]. However, as $1emmons
[1967] pointed out, this pattern of modem seismicityis not a
good indicator of tectonicactivity in the recentpast because
Quaternary scarps are widespread throughout the interior
northern Basin and Range.
Leastprincipal stressorientationsare generallyWNW-ESE
throughout the Basin and Range-Rio Grande rift province.
Exceptionsto this general pattern occur in southernNevada,
where the data seemto indicate a more NW-SE least principal
stressdirection, and along the Wasatch fault in Utah, where
modem crustalextensionappearsto be more in an E-W direction. Possibleexplanationsof theseregionalvariationsare dis-

For the bisector analysis used by Lockwood and Moore
[1979]to be valid, the fault setsmust be true conjugates,and cussed later in the source of stress section.
the strain must be small (<10%) and distributedon both sets.
The primary mode of deformation within the Basin and
Absenceof offseton somemicrofaultsand filling by vein min- Range-Rio Grande riff is normal faulting with a consistent
eralssuchas quartz and epidotesuggesta tensileorigin for the approximatelyWNW direction of opening,indicatinga stress
microfaults,many of which were reactivatedin shear after a field of the form
change in regional stressorientation. In addition, both the
S• > S2 >> S3
aerial photo lineation analysisand the microfault orientations
reportedby Lockwoodand Moore [1979]indicatethat the east or
to northeast striking (left-lateral) set predominatesand sugSv •, SNNE >> SWNw
gestthat the strain may be very unevenlydivided betweenthe
two sets. Thus the trends of the microfaults, while indicative
A detailed discussionof the relative magnitudesof theseprinof the regional stressfield, may not be very preciselyoriented cipal stresses,
constrainedby an analysisof slip directionsand
with respectto that stressfield (perhaps only within +25ø). pattern of faulting in northern Nevada, has recentlybeen preHowever, parallelismbetweenthe leastprincipal stressorien- sentedby M. L. Zoback and M.D. Zoback [1980].
tations inferred from these microfaults and those in the surA consistentdirection of extensionthroughoutmuch of the
rounding San Andreas and Basin and Range provincessug- Basin and Range-Rio Grande rift province may be inferred
gests that these faults are young features recording from the relatively uniform pattern of horizontal disdeformation in a stress field similar to the modem one.
placements,despitethe complexgeometryof the fault blocks.
A necessaryresult of this uniform extensionis oblique slip
Basinand Range-Rio GrandeRiff
normal faulting (i.e., both strike slip and dip slip components
The Basin and Range provinceis a region of active crustal of motion) on faults that are not perpendicularto the least
spreadingcharacterizedby high regional elevation,thin crust principal stressdirection.Examplesof this obliqueslip styleof
(average thickness-30 km), and high heat flow [Thompson faulting are abundant throughout the province. As has been
and Burke, 1974]. The Basin and Range-Rio Grande rift
noted by many workers [e.g., Slemmons,1967; Wright, 1976],
stressprovincediscussed
here extendsfrom the Sierra Nevada the geometryof the pattern of displacementsrequirespurely
eastward to well within the Colorado Plateau physiographic dip slip motion on approximately NNE trending faults, a
province and around the south margin of the Colorado componentof right-lateral slip on faults trending N to NW,
Plateau and northward into the Rio Grande rift proper in and a componetof left-lateral slip on faults trending NE to
New Mexico. The southern Basin and Range has been in- ENE. Thus modem components of fight-lateral strike slip
cluded with the currently more tectonically active northern shouldbe expectedon the generallyNW trendingfaultsin the
Basin and Range on the basis of generally consistentleast southern Basin and Range (in contrastto nearly purely dip
principalstressorientationsand regionallyhigh heat flow, the slip motion expectedon the NNE striking faults that characmean value of which is similar to the northern Basin and
terize much of the northern Basin and Range). Scantydata on
Rangemeanof 2.1 heat flow units(HFU) •cal/cm2/s = 41.9 fault slip in the southern Basin and Range and Rio Grande
mW/m 2) [Lachenbruch
and Sass,1977,U.S. GeologicalSur- rift (AZ-7; MX-I; NM-6, 16, 27; Table 1) confirm this exvey, unpublisheddata, 1979]. Thus, although a large differ- pectation.
ence in strain rate between the two regions has persisted
It is important to point out that theseoblique slip faults are
throughoutQuaternary time and possiblylonger (on the basis basicallynormal, not strike slip, faults. The oblique slip arises
of youngfault scarpsmappedby Howard et al. [1978]),the re- as the major crustal blocks attempt to extend in roughly the
gional stressfield appearsto be uniform. The Rio Grande rift least principal stressdirection regardlessof the trend of the
is often referred to as a distinctcontinentalrift [e.g., Bridwell, fault.
1976];however, similaritiesin geophysicalcharacteristicsand
Although most of the Basin and Range provinceis charactectonic style [cf. Cordell, 1978; Thompsonand Zoback, 1979] terized by normal faulting, the stresstransition (from strike
warrant its inclusion in the same stressprovince as the Basin slip deformation along the San Andreas fault) evident in the
and Range.

Sierra Nevada

extends into the westernmost

northern

Basin
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and Range, the Walker Lane-Las Vegas shear zone region,
where examplesof normal, pure strike slip, and oblique slip
faults can be found [cf. Slemmonset al. [1979] for a detailed
discussionof the rate and style of deformation in this region].
Earthquake focal mechanismsin this region indicate consistent T axes regardlessof the style of faulting [e.g., Hamilton
and Healy, 1969]. This zone of stresstransition, as inferred
from the distributionof purely strikeslip fault plane solutions,
extends roughly 200-250 km eastward into the Basin and
Range (seeFigure 2). The relativemagnitudesof the principal
stresses
within this region, as inferred from the coexistenceof
normal and strike slip faulting, are
S1'• S2>> S3

Sv = S•E >> SWNW
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The Basin and Range-Rio Grande rift extensional stress
field appearsto continue 100-200 km into the plateau proper
(cf. Plate 2), consistent,as mentionedabove,with high heat
flow, normal faulting, and recentvolcanismalong the plateau
margins [Thompsonand Zoback, 1979]. The 90ø change in
stressorientation between the Basin and Range Colorado
Plateau interior provinces occurs locally over a lateral distance of <50 km (cf. UT-8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 and NM-12, 13,
14, 15). Data in central Arizona along with a reverse fault
focal mechanismat 35.16øN, 112.15øW ([Brumbaugh, 1980]
not included on the maps becauseof the late data at which we

becameawareof it) suggest
a broaderstresstransition,up to
150 km wide, in which all three stressesare approximately
equal in magnitude. This is suggestedby the occurrenceof
both WNW and NNE trending dikes and cinder cone alinements (AZ-7, 8, 10), as well as focal mechanismsfor two
events70 km apart which imply both normal (AZ-14) and reverse[Brumbaugh,1980]faulting on NW trendingplanes.The
observedcontrastingstyles of deformation in this 150 km
wide zone can be explainedby minor local variationsin magnitude of one of the principal stressesand, also, possiblyby
the influenceof local, preexistingstructuralgrain.

Thus, althoughthe relative magnitudesof Svand SNNEcan interchangelocally,the S3direction(WNW) remainsinvariant.
The available data indicate a rather abrupt transition in
stressorientation between the Rio Grande rift province and
the southernGreat Plains,occurringover <75 km in one area
(compare NM-26 and NM-27). The Basin and Range-Rio
Grande rift stressfield continueswell into the physiographic
ColoradoPlateauconsistentwith high heat flow, faulting, and
Snake River Plain-Yellowstone
recent volcanismalong the plateau margins [Thompsonand
The Snake River plain is a downwarpedvolcanicplain
Zoback, 1979]. The nature of the stresstransition between
formedduringthe past 17 m.y. by a steadynortheastwardmithesetwo provincesis discussedin detail below.
gration of silicic volcanismand subsequentsemicontinuous

outpouringsof basaltalongits older (western)reaches[Arm-

Colorado Plateau Interior

The Colorado Plateau stressprovince is distinctly smaller
than the Colorado Plateau physiographicprovince(see Plate

2). The stateof stresswithin the plateauinterior,discussed
in
detail by Thompson
and Zoback[1979],is briefly summarized
below.

The Colorado Plateau interior is characterizedby roughly
NNE-SSW least principal horizontal stressdirection, per-

pendicularto the generalWNW-ESE leastprincipalstressdirection in the surroundingBasin and Range-Rio Grande rift
province.The data alsoappearto supporta radialdistribution
of least principal horizontalstressorientationsperpendicular
to the plateaumargins.The preferredinterpretationof a uniform NNE least principal horizontal stresswithin the Colorado Plateau interior comes from data along the northern
edge of the plateau acrosswhich there are no known major
geologic,topographic,or geophysicalcontrasts.
The absenceof major faulting or seismicitywithin the
plateauinteriorcouldbe interpretedto indicategenerallylow
differential stresses.Apparently consistentwith this interpretation,in situ stressmeasurements
(at •0.5 km depth) in
the PiceanceBasin (CO-3) in northwesternColorado indicate
that all threeprincipalstresses
are approximatelyequal to the
lithostat [Bredehoeft et al., 1976]; alternatively, these low
deviatoric stressesmay simply be due to the shallow depth
and rather weak rock within

the basin. The occurrence of

both strike slip and thrust focal mechanismsclearly demonstrates the existenceof high horizontal stresseslocally exceeding the lithostat and indicates a compressionalstressregime of the form

stronget al., 1975].The site of modern silici½volcanismon the

plain is the Yellowstonecaldera.The SnakeRiver plain-Yellowstonetrend has been consideredby someworkersto be a
propagatinglithosphericcrack (possiblyalined with a preexistingzone of weakness)[e.g.,R. B. Smith et al., 1974b;Eatonet al., 1975]and by othersto mark an activehot spottrace
[e.g.,Morgan, 1972;Suppeet al., 1975].An inversionof relative plate motions to a mantle referenceframe indicatesthat
the absolutemotion of the North Americanplate for the last
10 m.y. is well representedby the SnakeRiver plain-Yellowstonetrend [Minsterand Jordan, 1978].
The Snake River plain is largely aseismicwith the exceptionof someshallow(<6 kin) earthquakesat Yellowstone.
The only data availableon principalstressorientationson the
plain (with the exceptionof a compositefocal mechanism
within the caldera) are geologicand come from numerous
young(<1 m.y.B.P.) feederventswhich cut acrossthe plain.
As Weaver et al. [1979] noted, these indicatorssuggesta
roughlyNE-SW leastprincipalstressdirection,parallel to the
axisof the SnakeRiver plain,not perpendicular,
as suggested
by Hamiltonand Myers [1966].This extensionalongthe axis
of the plain requirestransformstyleof faultingalongthe margins of the plain, particularly to the north.
The enormous volume of volcanism

on the Snake River

plain and related normal faulting indicateextensionaltectonics.Thus the stressfield on the SnakeRiver plain can be characterizedby
S1>S2>S3
or

Sv > S--NW> S_NE
or

SWNW> SNNE •' Sv

The direction of the least principal stresson the Snake River
plain appearsobliqueto that in the Basinand Range province
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directly to the south,where the leastprincipal stressdirection
trends WNW-ESE

to E-W.

This distinction

in trend and its

unique Late Cenozoicvolcanichistoryare thejustificationfor
making the SnakeRiver plain a separatestressprovince.
The area immediately surroundingthe Yellowstonecaldera
is marked by a high level of seismicity(seeFigure 2). Detailed
focal mechanismstudiesin the area north of the caldera by
Trimbleand Smith [1975],R. B. Smith et al. [1977],and Pitt et
al. [1979] further documentan approximately90ø rotation of
the least principal horizontal stressdirection between the
Snake River plain and the area to the north first noted by
Freidline et al. [1976]. This rotation occursover a lateral distance of only 100 kin.

Hebgen Lake-Centennial Valley

As evidencedby focal mechanismsand recent faulting, the
Hebgen Lake-Centennial Valley stressprovinceis characterized by N-S extension.The south boundary of this province
near Yellowstone, as discussedabove, is marked by an abrupt
90ø rotation of the least principal stressdirection that occurs
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ary of the province (MT-4, 5) are also somewhat contradictory. The northern boundary remains undefinedby the
presentdata.
In general, the stressfield for the Northern Rocky Mountain stressprovince appearsto be characterizedby NE-SW to
E-W least principal stressorientations, consistentwith the
prominent N to NW trending normal faulting. The occurrence of both strike slip and normal focal mechanismswith locally consistentT axesled Freidlineet al. [1976]to suggestthat
the greatest and intermediate principal stresses(Sv and
SNoStoNW_SE
) may be approximatelyequal in magnitude. The
generally E-W to NE-SW extensionin the Northern Rocky
Mountains appearsto representa northward continuation of
basin-range structure interrupted by the Snake River plain
and with possiblya slight clockwiserotation of the extension
direction.

Southern Great Plains

The southern Great Plains area is characterizedby a very
uniform state of stressin which the least principal horizontal
this province is undefined, and available focal mechanism stressdirection to NNE-SSW. The data come from two pridata, discussedin detail by Freidline et al. [1976], suggesta mary sources:(1) alinementof post-5m.y. volcanicfeedersin
broad zone of transition in which T axes again rotate 90ø the Raton-Clayton volcanic field of northern New Mexico
(from N-S to E-W) from southernto northernMontana. We and (2) fractureorientationsobtainedfrom hydraulicallyfrachave drawn a tentative northern boundary for the provinceon tured wells in the Permian basin of western Texas [Zemanek
the basisof changesin the trends of faulting (from approxi- et al., 1970].An earthquakefocal mechanismand in situ stress
mately E-W to NW-SE) to the north. The provinceis alsoten- measurements in eastern Colorado show consistent orientatatively extended to the west to include a compositefocal tions. Despite the similar least principal horizontal stressorientationsin the southernGreat Plains and in the plateau intemechanismin the Idaho batholith (ID-5) that indicatesE-W
rior, the probable extensional regime (as inferred from
trending normal faulting.
earthquakefocal mechanismsand basalticvolcanism)distinNorthern Rocky Mountains
guishesthe southernGreat Plainsfrom the ColoradoPlateau
over a lateral distance of <100 kin. The northward

extent of

The Northern Rocky Mountains stressprovince is characterized by normal and strikeslip faulting alonggenerallyNWSE trends that probably began in early Miocene time and
continuesto the present,as evidencedby Quaternary scarps
[Freidline et al., 1976; Howard et al., 1978; Reynolds, 1979].
Above average heat flow [Lachenbruchand Sass, 1977], the
occurrenceof hot springs[e.g.,Muffer, 1979, Map 1], high regional elevation [e.g., Reynolds,1979], and moderately high
seismicity[e.g.,R. B. Smith and M. L. Sbar, 1974]are all suggestiveof active extensionaltectonismin this province and
distinguishesit from the Pacific Northwest province to the
west, which appears to be dominated by N-S compressional

interior and Midcontinent provinceswhich are dominated by
compressionalstressregimes.The least principal horizontal
stressdirections to the southern Great Plains province are
generallyobliqueto thosein the Midcontinentstressprovince;
however, in west-centralTexas the data suggesta counterclockwise rotation of the stress field from west to east to directions more

consonant

with

midcontinent

stress orientations

(plates 1 and 2). The easternmostsite of this group of data
(TX-15) is a normal fault focal mechanism,suggestingthat
the boundary with the compression-dominated
Midcontinent
stressprovincemust lie further to the east.
Two important characteristicsof the stressfield in the
tectonics.
southernGreat Plainsprovinceare (1) its uniformity (•+15 ø,
The exact boundaries of the Northern Rocky Mountains which is within the range of estimatedaccuracyof the differand, in fact, even the existenceof sucha province are difficult ent stressindicators)over a region with a north-south extent
to define from the available stressdata. As discussedabove, of at least 1100km and (2) an abrupt transitionin stressorienthe small, poorly defined Hebgen Lake-Centennial Valley tation in relation to the Rio Grande rift that occurs locally
stressprovince boundsthe Northern Rocky Mountains prov- over a lateral distanceof <50 kin. This •90 ø changein least
ince to the south. The positions of the eastern and western principal horizontal stressorientation along the Rio Grande
boundariesare basedon the extent of young NW trending rift-Great Plains boundary correspondsto a decreasein heat
normal faulting shownon Howard et al.'s [1978] map and are flow and a crustaland lithosphericthickeningunder the Great
consistent with boundaries of extensional tectonism delinePlains in relation to the Rio Grande rift [Thompsonand Zoated by Reynolds[1979]. Three in situ stressmeasurementsin back, 1979].In addition, seismicreflectionprofiling acrossthe
northern Idaho along the western boundary are completely Rio Grande rift's easternboundary[Brownet al., 1979]has recontradictoryboth in orientationsand relative magnitudesof vealed a high-angle,narrow, linear zone definedby a lack of
principal stress;two are independent strain relief measure- coherent reflections which extends from near the surface to
mentsin mines 3 km apart (ID-7) which are inconsistentwith the base of the crust. Physically, this sharp boundary may
one another, and both disagreewith a nearby hydrofrac mea- mark a zone of lateral 'decoupling'within the crustfacilitating
surement(ID-6). Focal mechanismsnear the easternbound- the abrupt changein stressorientation.
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South Carolina, earthquakeof 1886 and the 1811-1812New
Madrid, Missouri, earthquakesdominatethe seismichistory
of the eastern United States, but there are numerous other

Despite suggestionsthat the in situ stressfield is uniform
throughout the eastern United States [e.g., Hairnson, 1977b],
recent data demonstratethe existenceof distinctstressprovinces(Plate 2). As in the West, earthquakefocal mechanism,
geologic, and in situ stressdata available for the eastern
United Statesgenerallyyield consistentresults.Along the Atlantic coast,the primary data set available is composedof the
trends and sensesof offset of Tertiary or younger faults. As
discussed
previously,thesedata yield only approximatestress
directions.A more significantproblem concerningthese indicators,however, is that chance exposuresmay reveal secondary features, whereas the primary structure can remain
unrecognized.In addition, the general paucity of stressfield

areas of concentratedseismicactivity. Several of the largerscalepatternsand trendsin easternseismicityhave been summarizedin detail by Sykes[1978].Theseincludethe northwest
trendingseismiczone in South Carolina and Georgia [Bollinger, 1973] and a similarly orientedzone in central Virginia
[Bollinger,1975],the NW-SE trending Boston-Ottawaseismic
zone [Dimentet al., 1972],the Ramapo fault systemin northeasternNew Jersey [Aggarwaland Sykes, 1978], the Grand
Banks area, the Lower St. Lawrence valley [Leblanc et al.,
1973],and a diffuseearthquaketrend alongthe Appalachian
fold belt [Woollard, 1969]. Sykes [1978] points out that the
Boston-Ottawaseismiczone may not be continuousbecause
of the paucity of activity in southern Vermont and New
indicators in the East makes definition of the boundaries beHampshire. The boundary separatingthe Midcontinent and
tween the stressprovincesdifficult and may tend to give un- Atlantic Coast stressprovincesis shownin Figure 3 by the
warranted significanceto isolateddata points.
shadedline. In the southernAppalachiansmore activity ocAlthough the central and easternUnited Statesis generally curs west of the boundary, while in the northern Appalathought of as a tectonicallystableregion,numeroushistorical chiansthe NW-SE trending zone of earthquakesassociated
earthquakeshave occurredthere (Figure 3). The Charleston, with the Ottawa-Bonnechere graben [Sykes, 1978] end

6d

Fig. 3. Seismicity
mapof easternNorth Americafromhistoricalandinstrumentaldatafor the period1928-1971from
York and Oliver[1976].Shadedline is stressprovinceboundarybetweenthe Midcontinentand Atlantic Coastprovinces
from Plate 2.
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abruptly at the stressprovinceboundary.Earthquakesextending from New Jerseyto New England seemto define a northwestly trend of activity located east of the stressprovince
boundary.
Various sourcesand mechanismshave beenproposedto explain the distributionof intraplateearthquakesin the central
and easternUnited States.Someof theseare preexistingzones
of crustalweaknessthat correlatewith zonesof alkalic magmatismand major offshorefracturezones[Sykes,1978],reactivation of a late Precambrian-earlyPaleozoiccontinentalrift
in the New Madrid area [M.D. Zoback et al., 1980a], reactivation of Triassic basin bounding normal faults (with highangle reverse-typemotion) along the easternseaboard[Jacobeen, 1972; Mixon and Newell, 1977; Aggarwal and Sykes,
1978; Behrendtet al., 1980; Wentworthand Mergner-Keefer,
1980;Prowell, 1980], and stressconcentrationsin the vicinity
of igneousintrusions[McKeown, 1978;Kane, 1976].

interpreted as indicating that a major decollementunderlies
thin-skinned deformation in the miogeosynclinalsequence
along the westernedge of the belt (Appalachian Plateau and
Valley Ridge). This decollement is interpreted to continue
eastward beneath Paleozoic and Precambrian rocks previously believed to be rooted forming the mobile core of the
Appalachian orogen. Stressorientationswithin the AppalachianPlateaualongthe New York-Pennsylvaniaborder(NY1, 2, PA-3) are parallel to orientationsfarther to the north and
west in the Midcontinent province;these localitieslie within

defined by hydraulic-fracturingwork of B.C. Haimson [cf.
Haimson, 1977b]and earthquakefocal mechanismsof R. B.
Herrmann [cf. Herrmann, 1979].
The easternboundaryof the Midcontinent stressprovinceis
poorly defined but appearsto coincidein the south approximately with the easternedge of the Blue Ridge province, a
major topographicbreak. To the north, where the Appalachian fold belt narrows,the stressprovinceboundarytakes a
more northerly coursecrossingthe Valley and Ridge province
and approximatelycoincideswith the westernedgeof the Appalachian fold belt. As stressorientationsin the Valley and
Ridge and Blue Ridge provincesare scatteredand locally contradictory (Plates 1 and 2) the eastern•200 km of the Midcontinentstressprovincesmay representa transitionzone between the Midcontinent and Atlantic Coast provinces.The
scatterin stressorientationsin this region may reflect the in-

Zoback et al., 1980a].Earthquake focal mechanismsfrom the
roughly north-southtrending, relatively diffusezone of seismicity near New Madrid, Missouri (MO-1, 2), however,indicate thrusting on northwest trending faults and NE-SW
compression.This rapid and localized apparent change in
stressorientation is observed in both regional surface and
body wave studies[Herrmann, 1979] and local studiesof microearthquakes
[O'Connellet al., 1980].However,the validity
of the apparentcomplexpatternof stressorientationsis questionable, as it may be due merely to the uncertaintyinherent
in inferring stressorientations from focal mechanismsfor
earthquakesoccurringon preexistingfaults.Thus asthe mean
orientation of the stressfield in the embayment area is consistent with the surroundingregion and the earthquakesare apparently associatedwith specific;tructures,the Northern MississippiEmbaymentis included as part, albeit an activepart,
of the Midcontinent stressprovince.

detached rock. The orientations

at these three sites are also

parallel to the stressorientation inferred from the Attica
earthquake(NY-3), which is probablydeeperthan the thrusts
now known to have detached the rocks there. Thus the stress

data seemsto imply that the Appalachianthrust sheet(s)is
mechanicallycoupledto the underlyingbasementwhere,presumably,the major earthquakesoccur.
The high level of intraplateseismicityin the Northern MissMidcontinent
isippi Embayment might appear to warrant delineationof a
The Midcontinent stressprovince,a large and tectonically distinct stressprovince. Earthquakeswithin the embayment
trending
stableregion, extendseastwardto the Appalachians(and in- that occur along a 100 km long northeast-southwest
dudes the Adirondack uplift), southwardto the Gulf Coastal seismiczone in northeastArkansas(All-1, 2) indicate prePlain, and westward to the southern Great Plains province. dominately strike slip faulting and approximatelyeast-west
The availabledata suggestthat this stressprovincecan be ex- compression.These earthquakesare occurringon a major
with a late Precambrianrift system
tended northward into Canada. Throughoutthis broad prov- basementfault associated
ince, a uniform NE-SW compressivestressfield exists,largely that is favorably oriented to the regional stressfield [M.D.

herent uncertainties

of the different

methods used to deter-

mine stressor may represent a broad zone of transition in
which the horizontalstresses
are approximatelyequal in magnitude and the apparent stressorientation is more controlled
by local inhomogeneties.
Tectonicsin the Midcontinent stressprovinceare compressional, and earthquakesthroughout the province typically
show componentsof both strike slip and reversemovement.
Thus

Atlantic

Coast

Northwest-southeast

to west-northwest-east-southeast

com-

pression characterizes the Atlantic Coast stressprovince,
which includesthe Atlantic CoastalPlain, the Piedmontprovince of the southernAppalachians,and the entire Appalachian fold belt in the northeast.

In marked

contrast to earlier

studies suggestingnortheast compressionfor this area [see
Sbar and Sykes,1973],the generallynorthwestcompression
is
documentedby offsetcore holes(CT-1), hydrofracmeasurements (SC-1, MD-2), earthquakefocal mechanisms(NJ-1,
SNE >> SNW > Sv
SC-6, VA-1), and numerous late Cenozoic fault offsets.BeThe only exceptionto this pattern was a normal fault earth- causeof generallypoor, limited exposuresand small magniquake at the edge of the Ozark uplift in southernMissouri tude vertical offsetsthe faults are difficult to recognize,and
(MO-3), but in this casethe orientationof the leastprincipal possiblelateral offsetsof the subhorizontalcoastalplain sedihorizontal stress field is consistent with the northwestward dimentscan rarely be establishedor eliminated.Componentsof
rection observedin the remainder of the province(Plates 1 strike slip offsethave been postulatedfor two major reactiand 2).
vated (now reverse)northeasttrending fault zones.A comRecent seismicreflectionprofiling in the southernAppala- ponent of right-lateraloffsethas been inferred alongthe Stafchians [Cook et al., 1979;Harris and Bayer, 1979] have been ford fault zone (VA-2) from an analysisof subsidiaryreverse
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and normal faults within the fault zone [Mixon and Newell,
1977], whereas significantleft-lateral offset has been documented in Paleozoic rocks along the Cenozoic Belair fault

zone [Prowelland O'Connoi',1978],althoughthis offsetcan
not be recognizedin the overlyingstrata.Lackingdata on lateral offsetsand given the large uncertaintiesin stressorientations inferred from only the trend and senseof vertical offset
of a fault, the precisehorizontal principal stressorientationremains poorly defined.However, the excellentcorrespondence
between stress orientations

inferred from the trend of reverse
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is vertical, the orientation of the least principal stressis perpendicular to the continental margin, and the magnitude of
the least principal stressis 60% of the vertical stress[cf. Hubbert and l•illis, 1957;M.D. Zoback et al., 1978].It should be
emphasizedthat the stateof stressin this provinceis probably
only the result of sediment loading and not tectonic forces.
The state of stresswithin the bedrockunderlyingGulf Coast
sediments remains unknown.
SOURCES OF STRESS

In this sectionwe investigatesomeof the major sourcesof
faulting along the Stafford (VA-2) and Brandywine (MD-I)
and a nearby in situ stressmeasurement(MD-2) imply that lithosphericstressin termsof the patternsand relativemagnithe predominantsenseof modernmotion on thesefault zones tudes of the stressesthat characterizethe provincesdefined
is reverse. Further substantiation of the Atlantic Coast stress
above.The stateof stressin the earth'slithosphereis the result
provinceand its continuationinto New England is provided of superpositionof forcesderived from many different procby a recent compilation of 18 focal mechanismsin the area esses. It is often possible, however, to identify the preeast of 73øW longitude and north of 43øN latitude that in- dominant force or forcesresponsiblefor the pattern of stress
dieate largely reversefaulting on N to NE strikingplanesim- field within a given region. The broad patterns of stressare
plying E-W to NW-SE compression([Graham and Chiburis, best explained by plate tectonicforces(see Richardsonet al.
1980]thesedata have not been included in this study because [1979] for a comprehensivereview both tectonic and nontectonic sourcesof stress).
of the late date at which they becameavailable).
Earthquakesin the Atlantic Coast province often have
Sourcesof Stressin the WesternUnited States
componentsof both thrust and strike slip motion [cf. A ggarThe most important sourceof stressaffectingthe western
wal and Sykes, 1978; Graham and Chiburis, 1980]. Such
oblique motion is expectedbecausethe earthquakesseemto United States is current and past plate motions along the
occur on favorably orientedpreexistingstructures.For mod- westernplate boundary.The pattern of stressin many of the
em earthquakesassociatedwith northeast striking normal stressprovincesin this regioncan be attributed directly either
faults which bound Triassic basins the current sense of motion
to presenttransformmotion betweenthe Pacificand North
(reverse)on the fault is exactly oppositeto the motion that America plates or residual thermal and dynamic effects of
created the faults. For the Atlantic Coast stressprovince pastsubduction.The northwesterlymotionof the Pacificplate
therefore
with respectto North America resultsin fight-lateral transform motion along the northwesttrending San Andreas and
S ! > S2 > S3
Fairweather fault systems, N-S crustal shorterning in the
TransverseRanges of Southern California, and distributed
S•w > S•. > Sv
fight-lateral deformationsuperimposedon the extensionocAn early earthquake focal mechanismstudy near Charles- curringin the Basinand Range province.The Sierra Nevada,
ton, South Carolina, suggesteddip slip motion on a near-ver- characterizedby both normal and strike slip faulting, appears
tical, northwest striking fault plane [Tarr, 1977]. For that to representa transition zone betweenthe San Andreas and
event the P and T axes both strike in the northeast-southeast
Basin and Range stressprovinces.
direction and plunge -45 ø. Because the horizontal comNorth-south compressioncharacterizesthe Pacific Northponentsof both the P and T axeshave the sameazimuth (and west stressprovince, a region including an active andesitic
the relative magnitudeof the stresscomponentin the null di- volcanic chain and the back arc area. This direction of comrectionis unknown),the directionof leasthorizontalcompres- pressionis roughlyparallel to the trend of the offshoretrench,
sion could not be determined.

More recent focal mechanism

data indicate reversemotion on both NE and NW trending
faults and thus suggestthat the horizontal stresses
may be approximately equal (A. Tarr, written communication,1980).
Northeasttrendinghigh-anglereversefaultswith Tertiary offset, recently discoveredby seismicreflection profiling near
Charleston by Behrendtet al. [1980] are indicative of NW-SE
compression.

and it is about 45ø oblique to the northeast-southwest
direction of convergencebetween the Juan de Fuca and North
American plates.Whereasin other back arc areasunder compressionthe maximumcompressive
stressorientationis in the
directionof plate convergence[Nakarnuraet al., 1978],this is
not the casein the Pacific Northwest province. Crosson[1972]
has suggestedthat decouplingbetweenthe subductingJuan
de Fuca plate and the overridingNorth American plate may

Gulf Coast

be consistentwith estimatesof a relatively slow rate of convergenceand the absenceof an inclined seismicBenioff zone

Active listrie growth faulting characterizesthe Gulf Coast
stressprovince.The stressdirectionsusedto definethis province were taken from the averagelocal orientationof recently
active faults at each site, from the fault map by Howard et al.
[1978], and from recognizedlate Tertiary normal faulting.
The axis of most currently active faulting runs near and seaward of the presentshoreline.The northern boundaryof this
province is constrainedonly by a strike slip earthquake in
Mississippi(MS-3). The state of stressthroughoutthis province is apparentlyquite uniform: the greatestprincipal stress

has occurred,then the stressfield may be controlledmore by
the larger-scaletransform motion between the Pacific and
North Americanplates.An observationin possiblesupportof
this conceptis the rather limited extent of the Juan de Fuca
plate (extendingfrom approximately40øN to 51øN) in relationshipto the extensiveSan Andreasand Fairweather fightlateral transform fault systemswhich form most of the remainder of westernplate boundary of North America. Another hypothesisto explain the N-S crustalshorteningin the

beneathwesternWashington
and Oregon.If thisd6coupling
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Pacific Northwest province was proposed by R. B. Smith
[1977]. Within the context of a subplatemodel of the entire
westernCordillera he suggested
that the N-S shorteningin the
PacificNorthwest may be due to compressionbetweena N-S
extendingNorthern Rocky Mountain subplate(with a NW
trending western boundary) and the Juan de Fuca plate.
The available stressdata, however,though admittedly sparse,
suggestgenerallyeast-westextensionin the Northern Rocky
Mountain provincewith only a small area of north-southextensionin the HebgenLake-CentennialValley stressprovince
(discussedbelow).
The origin of present-dayextensionaltectonismin the Bash and Range and Rio Grande rift provinceshas been the
subjectof numberousinvestigations(see Stewart [1978] for a
summary of the various proposedtheories). Models for the
origin of the modern stateof stressmust take into accountthe
late Cenozoic evolution of the westernplate boundary. Subduction under the westernUnited Statesin middle Tertiary
time destroyedthe subductingFarallon plate more rapidly
than it was being created,resultingin a ridge-trenchencounter and developmentof the San Andreastransformaccommodating the relative motion between the Pacific and North
American plates [Atwater, 1970; Atwater and Molnar, 1973].
Initial ridge-trenchencountersoccurredbetween 20-30 m.y.
B.P., possibly-•29 m.y.B.P., and probably closelycoincided
with the initiation of right-lateral transformfaulting. Sinceits
inception,the right-lateraltransformboundaryhas continued
to lengthen at the expenseof the subductionzone.
Extensional tectonism in the Basin and Range and Rio
Grande

rift was initiated

in both an intra-arc

and back arc set-
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until about 6 m.y.B.P. [Eberlyand Stanley,1978;Scarborough
and Sha•qullah, 1979]; whereasin the northern Basin and
Range, basin-rangefaulting was initiated post 10 m.y.B.P.
and in places post-7 m.y.B.P. under a stressfield oriented
similarily to the modern one (M. L. Zoback et al., 1980]. The
•,45 ø clockwisechange in stressorientation occurredbetween
14-7 m.y.B.P. (possiblyaround 10 m.y.B.P.) as constrained
both locally and by regional differencesin faulting trends [M.
L. Zoback et al., 1980].
M. L. Zoback and G. A. Thompson[1978] attributed the
clockwisechangein stressorientationto superposition
of dextral shear related to the development of the San Andreas
transform

on the Miocene

back arc extensional

stress field.

Since transformfaulting may have begun as early as 29 m.y.
B.P., the changein stressorientationsmay mark the timing of
significantor increasedcouplingof right-lateralshearbetween
the Pacific and North American plates. This increasedcoupling may have resultedfrom one or a combinationof the following effects:(1) lengtheningof the San Andreas transform
to a 'critical' length [seeChristiansen
and McKee, 1978],(2) an
acceleration

of relative

motion between the Pacific and North

American plates at approximately 10 m.y.B.P. [Atwater and
Molnar, 1973], and (3) greater normal stressand hence increasedfriction, along the San Andreaspossiblydue to small
changein the pole of rotation.
Distributed right-lateral shear related to the San Andreas
transform,superimposedon fundamentalextensionwithin the
Basin and Range has been proposedto explain the modern
stateof stressin the Basin and Range [e.g.,R. B. Smith, 1977,

1978; Eaton et al., 1978, Stewart, 1978; M. L. Zoback and G.
A. Thompson,1978;Eaton, 1979, 1980].Continued extensional
tectonismin a 'back transform'settingmay be related to developmentof a gradually enlarging'slab-free'region beneath
the part of the continentalblock adjacentto the San Andreas
transform, while subduction continuesto the north and south
of the transform [Dickinsonand Snyder, 1979]. Dickinson and
Snyder attribute basin-range extensionaltectonism and bimodal volcanismto upwellingof hot asthenosphere
replacing
the volume of mantle formerly occupiedby the subducted
slabof lithosphere[cf. Stewart,1978;Bestand Hamblin, 1978].
Second-ordereffects can be invoked to explain regional
variationsof the stressfield within the Basin and Range stress
province. The regional variation from WNW to NW extensionon normal, oblique slip, and strikeslip faults in the western Great Basin (northern Basin and Range) to -•E-W directed,pure extensionin the Great Basin has been attributed
to an eastwartdiminishing effect of distributedshear related
to the transformplate boundaryon basin-rangeextension[R.
B. Smith, 1977, 1978; Best and Hamblin, 1978; Eaton et al.,
1978;Eaton, 1979; Davis, 1979]. The apparent WNW extensiondocumentedby the presentstudyin the Rio Grande rift,
which lies still farther east, remainsunexplainedby this hytrends and extension directions inferred from fault trends and
pothesis.
related strataltilt directionssuggesta SW-NE to WSW-ENE
A secondmajor regional variation in least principal stress
direction throughout the western United States in Miocene orientation within the Basin and Range (and possiblythe
time (•,20-10 m.y.B.P.) [11,1.
L. Zoback and G. A. Thompson, Sierra Nevada) occurs in a broad east-westtrending band
1978;M. L. Zoback et al., 1980].This leastprincipal stressdi- transectingsouthernNevada and Utah. In this regionthe least
rection is roughly perpendicularto the trend of the rangesin principal stressdirectionstrend more northwestwardand repthe southernBasin and Range and is oriented -•45ø different resent a clockwise rotation relative to the well-established
from the modern WSW-ENE least principal stressdirection. WNW-ESE to E-W extensionin the region to the north. This
Regional studiesin the southernBasin and Range indicate east-westtrending band that crossesthe southernGreat Basin
that major basin-rangefaulting, responsiblefor the modern coincideswith an east-westtrendingzone of seismicityand a
ranges,occurred 13-10 m.y.B.P. and probably continuedup major decreasein elevationfrom the Great Basin (mean ele-

ting [e.g., Eaton, 1979;Elstonand Bornhorst,1979];true basinrange structure,the fault-controlled sedimentarybasins and
topographicforms resemblingthose seentoday, can be considered a unique late-stageepisodeof extensionaltectonism
[M. L. Zoback et al., 1980].The generalNNE trend of ranges
in the northern Basin and Range, roughly perpendicularto
the modern least principal stressdirection, suggestsdevelopment of this region in a stressfield similar to the modern one.
This NNE trend of faulting contrastsmarkedly with the general NW trend of the structuralgrain in the southernBasin
and Range. The Rio Grande rift and the individual ranges
within it trend roughlyN-S and are thoughtby someto follow
a zone of weaknessresultingfrom superimposedearlier deformations [e.g., Chapin and Seager, 1975].
A low level of modern seismicityas well as geomorphicevidence(includingthe paucityof Quaternaryscarps)arguethat
much of the deformationresponsiblefor present-dayranges
and basinsin the southernBasin and Range occurredearlier
than that in the northern Basin and Range. The general NW
trend of the structuralgrain in the southernBasin and Range
suggeststhat the region developedlargely under a stressfield
orienteddifferentlyfrom the modernone [Eaton, 1979].Dike
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vation, • 1700m) to the Arizona-New Mexico (southern)Basin and Range (mean elevation,-750 m) that is accompanied
by a • 100 regal increasein gravity of crustalorigin [Eaton et
al., 1978].Presumably,this east-westtrendingzone actsas the
boundary betweenthe actively extendingregion to the north
and the currently tectonically quiescentsouthern Basin and
Range. Thus this zone can be interpretedas a broadband of
left-lateral transform-style shearing consistent with focal
mechanismsand geologicevidence[Stewart, 1978]in that region. Locally, this left-lateral shearing(or drag resistanceto
this shearing) could cause a clockwiserotation of the stress
field, compatiblewith the more northwestwardleastprincipal
stressorientationsobservedin that region.
The E-W to NE-SW extension in the Northern Rocky
Mountain province may representa northward continuation
of basin-rangeextensionacrossthe Snake River plain. Modem leastprincipal horizontalstressorientationsfor the Snake
River plain are NW-SE, parallel to the axis of the plain, not
perpendicularto it. Profound migrating volcanismalong the
Snake River plain has been attributed to a mantle hot spot
[Morgan, 1972;Suppeet al., 1975]and to a propagatinglithospheric crack possiblyalined with a preexistingzone of weakness[e.g., R. B. Smith et al., 1974b;Eaton et al., 1975]. In favor
of the hot spotmodel an inversionof relativeplate motionsto
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suggests
that the sourceof the compressionwithin the plateau
interior may be related to dynamic (drag?) forces resulting
from the regional extension.The stressdifferencesarising
from lateral densitycontrastsalong the plateau marginsmay
representa second-ordereffect superimposedon a more regional stressfield. R. B. Smith [1977] proposed that the
roughly E-W compressionwithin the Colorado Plateau is due
to the buttresseffect betweenthe westerndeforming Cordillera and the easternstableinterior. Such an interpretationis
valid only if a fixed boundaryexistsfor the westerndeforming
zone; if, however, this boundary is consideredfree, then extensionin both the Rio Grande rift and Basinand the Range
need not necessarilyaffect the plateau stressfield.
A probably extensionalstressregime in the southernGreat
Plains distinguishesthat province from the Colorado Plateau
interior (which appears to be dominated by compressional
tectonism)despite similar least principal stressdirectionsin
the two regions.The sourceof the apparentNNE-SSW extension in the Southern Great Plains is obscure and is in marked

contrastto the roughly E-W compressionresponsiblefor development of the Rocky Mountains in Laramide time (•8040 m.y.B.P.). Furthermore,analysisof the 22-25 m.y. Spanish
Peak radial dike systemin south-centralColorado (37.63øN,
104.88øW) suggestsa strike slip regime with a N8øW least
a mantle reference frame indicate that the absolute motion of
principal horizontal stressorientation [Muller and Pollard,
the North American plate for the last 10 m.y. is well repre- 1977]; this orientation is 20o--40ø oblique to inferred least
sentedby the Snake River plain-Yellowstonetrend [Minster principal horizontal stressdirectionsfor past 5 m.y. cindercone alinementsin the Raton-Clayton volcanicfield .directly
and Jordan, 1978].
The N-S extensionin the Hebgen-Lake-Centennial Valley to the south in New Mexico.
provinceappearsto representa local anomaly in the regional
Sourcesof Stressin the Central
pattern of E-W or NE-SW extensionin the SnakeRiver plain
and Eastern United States
to the south and the Northern Rocky Mountains to the north.
To accountfor the stressfield in this broad midplate region,
R. B. Smith and M. L. Sbar [1974] first recognizedthis local
deviation in the stressfield and suggestedthat it resultedfrom we considertwo large scalesourcesof stress;'asthenospheric
a generally N-S relative separationof the Northern Rocky drag' and ridge push. Asthenosphericdrag is viscousresisMountains and the Great Basin in their subplateschemefor tance to motion of the thick continental lithosphere. Most
the westernUnited States.The abrupt southernboundary of simply, if the asthenospherebeneaththe continentsis stationthis provincein the Yellowstonearea, however,suggests
that ary, a basalshearstressis inducedby the motion of the contithe N-S extensionmay be a local, possiblysecond-ordereffect nental lithospherein the directionoppositeto the directionof
related to the actual mechanismor causefor the profound absoluteplate motion [Richardsonet al., 1976]. A somewhat
counterflow;numerpropagating volcanic trend along the eastern Snake River related sourceof stressis asthenospheric
ous theoreticalmodelshave been developedin which the asplain.
The Colorado Plateau interior appears characterized by thenospherebeneaththe continentsflows in directionsdeterWNW-ESE compression,i.e., compressionin the directionof mined by the total massflux: that which is producedat ridges
extension in the surrounding Basin and Range and Rio and consumed at subduction zones [Harper, 1978; Chase,
Grande rift provinces.The sourceof this WNW directedcom- 1979; Hager and O'Connell, 1979]. In this case the asthenopressionwithin the plateau interior remains equivocal. As- spherehas a directionof motion not necessarilyrelatedto the
thenospheric'drag' (discussedbelow) can be ruled out, as the absoluteplate motion direction,and the resultingstressin the
directionof absolutevelocityof the plateau is SW, nearly per- lithosphereshouldbe in the directionof asthenospheric
flow.
pendicular to the WNW direction of maximum horizontal The absoluteand counterflowvelocity directionsare nearly
compression.Thompsonand Zoback [1979] have suggested parallel for the Pacific plate, which, becauseof its size and
that the overall stateof compressionin the Colorado Plateau speed,is the prime determinantof the large-scaleflow pattern;
interior may be relatedto its thick 'keel' of mantle lithosphere, however,for other platesthe directionscan differ up to 90ø.
the edgesof which are subjectedto a static 'ridge push' force
Broad-scalelateral densityinhomogenitiesgive rise to lithsuchas the ridge pushforce [e.g.Frank, 1972;
(alsodiscussed
below)resultingfrom densitycontrastsby sur- osphericstresses
rounding, less dense asthenosphereunder the Basin and Artyushkov,1973].These forcesarise becauselateral changes
Range-Rio Grande rift. However,shallow(crustallevel) den- in the thicknessof the crust and lithosphere(and changesin
sity contrastsbetween the plateau and surroundingregions crustal density) result in buoyanceforcesoriented normal to
predict extensionalstressdifferencesin the upper crust along the interfacedefiningthe lateral densitychange.As only the
the margins of the plateau.
vertical component of this bouyance force is compensated
The parallelismbetweenthe direction of greatestprincipal isostatically,a net horizontal force is left. For example, ridge
stresson the plateau and the directionof regionalextensionin push resultsfrom both the elevation of the midocean ridge
the surroundingBasin and Range-Rio Grande rift province and the coolingand thickeningof the lithosphereaway from
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examine

sources of stress in the central

and eastern

United States,Figure 4 comparesthe direction of maximum
horizontal compressionwith computeddirectionsof (1) absolute motion of the North American plate and (2) ridge push
(from the relative motion of North America and Europe), using polesof rotation from Minster and Jordan[1978].(The orientation of the fundamentally E-W compressionderived from
ridge pushwould have been modified only slightlyif the pole
of relative

motion

between

North

America

and Africa
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correlate better with the stress data than do

the ridge pushdirections,suggestingthat drag may be the primary sourceof stressin the Midcontinent province.
A potential problem with the asthenosphericdrag hypothesisis that the magnitudeof the basalstress(basedon plate velocity and asthenosphericviscosity)is typically interpretedto
be quite low [e.g., Chappleand Tullis, 1977;Richardsonet aL,
1976; Chase, 1979]. However, the cold thick lithosphere beneath the Midcontinent region and the lack, or poor develop-

been used.)As can be seen,the relative and absolutevelocity
azimuths differ by only -10 ø throughoutthe central and east115ø
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ern United States. The asthenospherecounterflow models
mentioned previously result in basal shear stressdirections
(lithosphericcompressivestressdirections)indicated by the
large arrowsin Figure 4 [after Chase,1979].
As can be seenin Figure 4, the roughly NE-SW compression in the Midcontinent stressprovince is generally consistent with either ridge push or asthenosphericviscousdrag resistance to absolute plate motion. Examination of the
histograminsetin Figure 4, however,indicatesthat drag resis-

the ridge; the magnitude of the stressderived from is ridge
push force is estimatedat severalhundred bars [Hales, 1969;
Frank, 1972; McKenzie, 1972; Artyushkov, 1973]. Other examples of lateral density inhomogeneitiesinclude lateral variations in crustal densitiesand thickness(e.g. ocean-continental crust interface [Bott and Dean, 1972]) as well as lateral
contrastsin lithospherethickness.
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Fig. 4. Comparisonof greatesthorizontalprincipalstressdirections(from Plate 2) with predictedmaximum compressive stressdirectionsderived from ridge push (dotted lines) and drag resistanceto 'absolute'plate velocity (dashed lines)
calculatedfrom polesof rotation of Minsterand Jordan[1978](seetext). Large arrowsshowdirectionof net asthenospheric
counterflowfrom modelsof Chase[1979];drag-inducedcompressivestressin the lithospherewould have the sameorientation as the flow. Heavy solid lines mark stressprovinceboundaries,as in Plate 2. Short dashedlines mark edge of the
continentalmargin.Insethistogramsshowangulardeviationof stressdata from predictedridgepushand absolutevelocity
directions.Positivedeviation (to the right) indicatesa clockwiseorientationof the actual data in relation to the calculated
direction,negativedeviationindicatesa counterclockwise
orientationof the data in relationto the calculateddirection.
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ment, of a low-velocityzone [Herrin, 1972;Chapmanand Pollock, t 977] imply that the baseof the lithospheremay extend
into more viscousmantle material. This implies that the resistance to lithosphericmotion may be fairly large. If estimates
of flow stressesbased on grain size analysisof xenoliths are
correct, the magnitude of shear stressesin the lower lithospherecould exceed tOObars [Mercier, 1980].
Compressive stress directions predicted from asthenosphericcounterflowmodelsdiscussed
previously(large arrows
Figure 4) are nearly 90ø different than observedmaximum
compressive
stressdirectionsin the Midcontinentregion.This
large discrepancyimplies that as modeled, asthenospheric
counterflowis not an important processcontrolling the intraplate stressfield. Perhapsasthenospheric
flow getschanneled
around regionsof thick continental lithosphere,and current
models assuminga uniform lithospherethicknessworldwide
are too simplistic.It is also possiblethat the flow occursat
suchgreat depthsas to not affect the lithosphericstressfield.
In the Atlantic Coast province,maximum compressionappearsto be orientedNW-SE, perpendicularto the trend of the
Appalachianfold belt and the continentalmargin. As can be
seen Figure 4 and the inset histogram,both ridge push and
drag resistanceto absolute velocity are in poor agreement
with the observedmaximum horizontal compressionin the
Atlantic Coast province, whereas compressivestressespredicted from the asthenosphericcounterflowmodel match the
observedorientationsquite well. However, as this counterflow
is directedfrom the northwest,it appearsunlikely that it could
exert a significanteffect on the lithosphericstressfield in the
Atlantic Coast province without having any apparent influence on the stressfield in the Midcontinent region.
The fact that the orientation of the maximum compressive
stressin the Atlantic Coast provinceis roughly perpendicular
to the trend of the Appalachian fold belt and the continental
margin would seem to suggestsome sort of causal relationship.However, lateral densitycontrastsassociatedwith crustal
structureat a passivecontinental margin predicts extension
perpen•icular to the continental margin rather than the observed,•ompression[e.g., Bott and Dean, 1972]. Lithospheric
flexture resulting from sediment load also predicts extension
on the continental margin [Walcott, 1972; Watts and Ryan,
1976; Turcotteet al., 1977].Compressivestressesderived from
major lithosphericthickeningalongthe edgeof the continent
also appear unlikely; available data suggestlittle or no contrast in thicknessbetweencontinentaland oceaniclithosphere
in this region. While no seismicinvestigationsare available
for the Atlantic CoastalPlain or the Appalachianregion,surface wave studiesof the Gulf Coastal Plain indicate a possible
lithosphere thickness between 80 and 145 km [Biswas and
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compressionalstressalong the Atlantic Coast province [Seeber and ,4rmbruster,1980]. Such a mechanismpredictsextensional stresses
in the main elevatedcore of the Appalachians.
However, the only availablestressdata in that region [Schafer,
1979] indicates Recent thrusting, implying a compressional
state of stress.

Slowly accumulatingflextural stressesin responseto erosion-inducedisostaticreboundof the Appalachiansis a somewhat speculativemechanismthat would generatecompressive
stressperpendicularto the topographictrend of the Appalachians.An analogyto this processis unloadingdue to melting
of an ice sheet[seeStein et al., 1979].Unloading resultsin extensional

flextural

stresses in the area where the load is re-

moved(Appalachians)and compressional
stresses
in the adjacent area (coastalplain). Thus in a general sense,erosionin
the Appalachiansmay inducethe type of compressionalstress
field

observed

in the central

and southern

Atlantic

Coast

province. A reasonableaverageerosion rate for the Appala-

chiansis about3 x 10-2 mm/yr [Hack, 1979],and throughout
the Cenozoic,isostaticreboundhas apparently kept the mean
elevation of the mountains nearly constant [Hack, 1979].
Flexure producedby isostaticrebound will result in an accumulation of about tOO-150bars of compressionalstressin the
upper 10 km of the lithosphereevery t0 m.y. [seeStein et al.,
1979]. This doesnot seemto be an unreasonablerate of stress
accumulationin light of the low recurrencerate inferred for
great earthquakesin the Atlantic Coast provinceon the basis
of the small magnitude of post 100 m.y. cumulative fault offsets (D.C. Prowell, written communication, 1980). Difficulties with the erosion-inducedflexture hypothesisare (1)
predictedextensionaldeformationwithin the reboundingAppalachiansis not observedand (2) the correlationbetweentopography and the predicted areas of compressivestressin
New England is not good.However, the effectsof glacial loading in the New Englandarea may complicatethe stressfield in
that region.

A secondspeculative
mechanism
that mightresultin the

maximum compressivestressdirection being perpendicularto
the Appalachian fold belt is a reorientationof the stressfield
by highly anisotropicbasementstructure (N.H. Sleep, oral
communication, 1980). In other words, a compressivestress
field resulting from ridge push or asthenosphericdrag might
be oblique to the fold belt (Figure 4), but the direction of
maximum compressionis rotated by the anisotropicstructure
perpendicularto the compliant direction.
It may seemfruitlessto try to identify a single,or dominant,
sourceof stressfield in the Atlantic Coastprovince.The stress
field may reflect superpositonof erosion and sedimentation
induced flexture, deglaciation, ridge push, asthenospheric
Knopoff,1974].Age of the oldestoceaniclithosphere
'm the drag, and other sources.However, available data on faulting
central Atlantic is generally believed to be 180-190 m.y. in the Atlantic Coastal Plain (D.C. Prowell, written commu[Watts and Ryan, 1976]. Surfacewave studiesin the western nication, 1980) indicate that directions,senses,and rates of
Pacific suggesta thicknessof 140 +_35 km for oceanic litho- motiononfaultsin thisregion
havenotchanged
markedly
in
the last t t 0 m.y., thussuggesting
that a similarstressfield has
spherewith a mean age of 150 m.y. [Leedset al., 1975].
As mentionedpreviously,seismicreflectionprofiling in the acted throughoutthat entire time period.
In the Gulf Coastal Plain the seaward extension caused by
southernAppalachianshave been interpreted as indicating a
major decollement (detachment) beneath the Appalachians active normal faulting appears consistentwith the state of
extending eastward from the leading (western) edge of the crustalstressat a passivecontinentalmargin predictedby latfold and thrust belt to beneath the Piedmont [Cook et al., eral density variations such as those describedby Bott and
1979;Harris and Bayer, 1979]. Southeastwarddirectedgravi- Dean [1972]. However, as the active faults are listric growth
tational backslidingalong this detachment(and its postulated faults within the sedimentarysection,it is possiblethat the
eastwardextensionbeneaththe Coastal Plain) has been sug- faulting merely reflectsthe effect of sedimentloading and not
gestedas a mechanismto explain the observedorientationof the stateof lithosphericstress.Sincethe sourceof stressin the
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Atlantic Coast province remains poorly understood,the state
of stresswithin the Gulf Coastbasementmight be dominated
by a stressfield similarto that in the Atlantic Coastprovince,
the Midcontinent province,or it may be dominatedby lithospheric flexural effectsresultingfrom the sedimentaryload.

The geologicstressindicatorsconsideredhere also involve
difficulties.

Dike trends and cinder cone alinements

are not al-

wayslinear and can be influencedby favorablyorientedpreexistingfractureand joint sets.To usefault slip data correctly,
major block movementshouldbe consideredbecauseanomalous small-scalemovementsmay occur betweenmajor blocks
and thus yield erroneousresults.The use of offset-corehole
DISCUSSION
data, such as those of Schiifer [1979], can be questionedbeStress Field Indicators
cause the magnitudes and rates of movement are so large
The regionalconsistencyof the in situ stressdata presented (centimetersof motion in severalyears)as to be possiblynonabove implies that they generally reflect the pattern of stress tectonic in origin.
in the crust. At a given locality the good correspondenceof
the variousmethodsusedto determinestressorientationssugStress Provinces
geststhat the assumptionsrequired to determine principal
stressorientationsby the differentmethodsare basicallyvalid.
On the basisof the orientationsand relative magnitudesof
At the Nevada Test Site (NV-3), for example,all three meth- principalstresses
(determinedfrom the currentstyleof tectonods were utilized: hydraulic fracturing and overcoring at ism) we have divided the United Statesinto stressprovinces.
depth, geologicindicators,and strike slip and normal faulting Figure 5 showsa generalizedversion of the stressmap on
(as well as oblique slip) earthquakefocal mechanismsyield which the stressprovincesare indicated; a summary of the
consistentresults.Furthermore,the generallygood correspon- principalstressorientationsand currentstylesof tectonismfor
dence of stress orientations inferred from focal mechanisms
the different stressprovincesis given in Table 2. It is quite
which commonly samplethe depth range 5-15 km and from likely that thesestressprovinces,particularlyin the East, will
geologicand in situ stressindicatorswhich generally sample be refined as new data accumulate.The presentboundaries
the upper ---2 km implies a relatively uniform stressfield appear to representthe most general interpretation of the
throughoutthe upper crust (<15 kin). This observationlends stressdata consistentwith available information. Although
confidenceto extrapolationof the near-surfacestressfield (<_2 more complexpatternscould be drawn, presentdata coverage
kin) to depthscomparableto thoseof major earthquakesand doesnot appear to warrant them.
also suggeststhat in situ stressmeasurementscan be used to
In general,in the tectonicallyactive westernUnited States
fill important gaps in the current data set.
the stresspattern is complex, and numerous distinct stress
The least reliable regional tectonicstressindicator seemsto provincescan be well delineated.These stressprovincesgenbe the overcoringmeasurementsmade in mines. For example, erafly correlatewell with the physiographicprovinces.In the
in the Coeur d'Alene districtin Idaho (ID-7), markedly differ- central and easternUnited States,it is apparenteven from the
ent stressorientations and magnitudes were obtained from relatively sparse data coverage that the state of intraplate
two measurementsin mines <3 km apart at nearly the same stressis not uniform despitethe relativetectonicquiescence
of
depth. It is unclear whether thesemethodsare, at times, unre- that region.The available data appearto defineseveralmajor
liable becauseof perturbations in the stressfield due to minareas of consistentprincipal stressorientation.
ing operationsor becausethe mines are typically in areas of
Within the stressprovincesdefinedin this studythe orientacomplex geologicstructureand history.
tion of the least principal horizontal stressfield is generally
Hydraulic fracturing seemsto be a reliable stressmeasure- uniform (to +_---15
ø, within the estimatedaccuracyof the difment techniquewhen done at depthssufficientto avoid the efferent methodsused to determine stressorientations).In the
fectsof topography [Haimson, 1979] and near-surfacefractur- Midcontin.entstressprovince,the orientationand possibly
ing [M.D. Zoback et al., 1980b].Care must alsobe taken with also the relative magnitude of the principal stressesappear
this techniqueto insurethat a preexistingfractureor joint was uniform over a broad region with linear dimensionsup to
not opened rather than a hydraulic fracture at the well bore. 2000 kin. The smallestareascharacterizedby a distinctstress

The consistent
11setsof hydrofracmeasurements
in western

field are in the western United

Texas [Zemanek et al., 1970] demonstratethe usefulnessof the
hydrofrac techniqueto define regional stresses.

Rift and the Hebgen Lake-Centennial Valley stressprovinces
are •-150-200 km wide and exhibit differentlyoriented stress
fieldsand different stylesof tectonismrelative to surrounding

Despitethe fairly largeuncertaintiesinherentin usingfocal
plane mechanismsfor determiningstressorientations,a generaBy good agreementexistsbetweenorientationsdetermined
from focal mechanismsand other techniques.Focal mechanism data are probablymostreliablewhereearthquakesoccur
on fault planesof varying trend in a given area, sothat the average of P or T directionscan be used [cf. M. L. Zoback and
M.D. Zoback, 1980].Where smallearthquakesoccurin areas
of sparsenetwork coverage,large errors are possible.Whenever possible, the use of surface waves to constrain focal
mechanismsseemsto be advantageous;an earthquakein the
Attica, New York area (NY-3) is a good example. The stress
direction resultingfrom the surfacewave mechanismof Herrmann [1979] is more consistentwith nearby stressmeasurements than that constrained by body waves alone [Fletcher
and Sykes, 1977].

States. Both the Rio Grande

areas.

In addition, broad areas up to 1000 km wide that cross
stressprovince boundariesare characterizedby a relatively
uniform least principal stressdirection. In thoseareasthe different stressprovincesare distinguishedon the basisof the relative magnitudesof the principal stresses
and the stylesof deformation. The most obviousexample of this distinctionis in
the westernUnited States,where the leastprincipal stressdirection in the San Andreas, Sierra Nevada, and Basin and

Range-Rio Grande rift provincesis fairly uniformly westnorthwest.

If this distinction

is broadened

to include

areas

with similarly oriented principal stressaxes (NNE, WNW,
and vertical) but with different relative magnitudesof horizontal stresses,then both the Colorado Plateau interior and

the southern Great Plains can also be included. Principal

/

/

/

/

/
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TABLE 2.

StressProvince

Summary of StressProvinces

Primary
Mode(s) of
Faulting
(Secondary
Mode)*

Least
Principal
Horizontal
Stress
Direction

Pacific Northwest

T + SS

E-W

San Andreas

SS (T)

E-W to WNW

Sierra Nevada

N + SS

WNW

Basinand Range-Rio

N (SS)

WNW, locally

Comments

both thrust and strikeslip focal mechanisms;late Tertiary to Quaternary
folding alongE-axesin easternpart
of province
predominantly strike slip deformation
exceptin Big Bendregion,wherea
large componentof thrustand reverse
faulting exist;local normal faulting
betweenright-steppingen echelonoffsets of fault

Grande rift

to NW

E-W and
NW

Colorado

Plateau interior

SS + T

NNE

N

NE to ENE

HegbenLake-Centennial
Valley

N

N

Northern Rocky

N + SS

NE to E-W

Snake River plainYellowstone

moderate

Mountains
Southern

Great Plains

N

NNE

Midcontinent

T + SS

NW

Atlantic

T

NE

N

WNW

Coast

Gulf Coast

region of stresstransitionfrom strike
slip deformationin San Andreasto
extensionin Basinand Range
province
regionof activecrustalspreadingby
distributednormal and oblique slip
normal faulting;westermostpart of
provinceexhibitsboth purely strikeslip and purely normal faulting
very low level of tectonicactivity,
near-hydrostaticstress(?)
smallestdistinctstressprovince,
characterizedby a leastprincipal stress
directionparallel, not perpendicular,
to axis of plain
small anomalousregionof N-S extension;
abrupt stresstransition(over <100 km)
to Snake River plain at Yellowstone
abundantlate Tertiary normal faulting;

to N

level of modem

seismic

activity
very uniform stressorientationover
broad region(800-12007.kin); abrupt 90ø
changein leastprincipal stressto Rio
Grande rift (<50 kin)
stable interior of the United States;
broad region of uniform NE-SW compressivestressfield; few earthquakesin
regionshowcomponentsof thrust and
strike slip motion
compressiongenerallyperpendicularto
continentalmargin and axisof Appalachian fold belt; faulting in Charleston,
S.C., area may be more complex
activelistticnormalfaultingresulting
from sedimentloadingdefinesthis province;faults strikesubparallelto
continentalmargin

*N, normal faulting; SS, strikeslip faulting;and T, thrustfaulting.

There appear to be at least two ways in which the stress
stressaxes in the Pacific Northwest, however, appear sometransition can occur:(1) by actual rotation of the stressfield,
what oblique to thosein areasto the south.
Available data on the transitions in orientation between difas reported in the Hebgen Lake-Centennial Valley to Snake
ferent stressprovincesindicate that these transitionscan be River plain-Yellowstone transition [Freidline et al., 1976; R.
abrupt and occur over <75 km, as in the Rio Grande rift and B. Smithet al., 1977;Pitt et al., 1979]or (2) by a changein the
the southern Great Plains areas. Data from around the Colorelative magnitudesof the principalstresses,
as seemsto occur
rado Plateaumarginssuggestthe existenceof a zone up to 150 in the Basin and Range-Rio Grande rift to Colorado Plateau
km wide in which the two horizontalprincipal stresses
are ap- interior and the Rio Grande rift to southern Great Plains
proximatelyequal in magnitude,and the directionof the least transitions.
In contrastto theseabrupt stresstransitionsin the tectoniprincipal horizontalstressalternatesbetweenthe two. Locally,
in central Arizona the occurrence of normal and reverse focal
cally active western United States, in the eastern United
mechanismsfor similarily oriented fault planes suggeststhat Statesa broad zone (~200 km) of stresstransitionmay sepaall three principal stressesare approximatelyequal in magni- rate the region of predominantly NE-SW compressionalong
tude.
the Atlantic Coast from the predominantlyNE-SW compres-
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sion characterizingthe Midcontinent region. While included
here as part of the Midcontinent stressprovince, the Blue
Ridge and Valley and Ridge provincesare characterizedby
scatteredand locally contradictorystressorientations(Plates 1
and 2). The scattermay reflect the inherent uncertaintiesof
the different methods used to determine stressor may repre-
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oriented stressaxesin the Puget Sound area, Washington, to a
more rapid increasewith depth of the vertical stressrelative to
the horizontal

stresses.

Comparison[rffithHeat Flow Data

Figure 6 showsthe map of least principal horizontal stress
directionsoverlyingthe heat flow map of the United Statesby
are approximatelyequal in magnitudeand the apparentstress Lachenbruchand Sass [1977]. The map illustrates that the
field is more controlled by local inhomogeneitieswithin the generallevel of heat flow is much higher in the West than in
crust.
the East, that in the West the pattern of heat flow is much
The relative magnitudesof the principal stresses
were con- more complex and marked by large regional variations (the
strainedon the basisof information from the measuredmag- areasof both highestand lowestheat flow in the United States
nitudesof in situ stressand from the current styleof deforma- are in the West), and that abrupt transitionssometimesoccur
tion within each region. In the westernUnited Statesthe high between the major heat flow provinces(cf. Lachenbruchand
level of seismicityand broad zone of active faulting indicate Sass [1977, 1978] and Blackwell [1978] for discussionof the
generallylarge stressdifferences.In the easternUnited States heat flow provincesin the western United States). As menthe seismicityis more locally concentrated,and whether the tioned above, similar features(a complexpattern, major reregions of high seismicityoccur within localized zones of gionalvariations,and abrupt transitions)alsocharacterizethe
weaknessor result from some mechanism producing local modern stressfield in the westernUnited States.In particular,
stress concentrations is unknown.
a generally good correlation exists between the stressdirecTwo main styles of deformation can be broadly distin- tions and heat flow data in the actively extending Basin and
guishedon the basisof the relative magnitudesof the princi- Range-RioGrandeRift provinceand alongits margins.This
pal stresses:
(1) a predominantlyextensionalmode in which broad area of crustal rifting is characterizedby a mean heat
the least principal stressis near horizontal and remains in- flow of 88 mW/m 2 (2.1 HFU), well above the continental
variant and (2) a predominantly compressionalmode in meanof 63 mW/m 2(1.5 HFU) [Lachenbruch
andSass,1978].
which the greatestprincipal stressis horizontal and remains
A fairly good correlation exists between regions of high
invariant. One end-member of the extensionalmode is pure heat flow and the lateral extent of crustal extension, most nonormal faulting, whereas pure thrust faulting is the corre- tably along the Colorado Plateau margins, where the high
spondingend-memberof the compressional
mode. Pure strike heat flow and associatedrecent faulting and Quaternary volslip faulting, such as occursalong much of the San Andreas canism extend well inward of the plateau physiographic
fault (with the exceptionof the Big Bend area), representsthe boundary [Thompsonand Zoback, 1979].An area of the Coloother end-member in both modes.
rado Plateau interior of relatively uniform averageheat flow
The available stressdata often indicate a mixed style of (63-67 mW/m :, 1.5-1.6 HFU) can be definedthat resembles
the Colorado Plateau interior defined on the basis of stress
faulting within a given stressprovince(Plate 2, Table 2). Regions characterized by extensional tectonics (normal and data [Reiter et el., 1979; Thompsonand Zoback, 1979]. The
strike slip faulting) are found in the westernUnited Statesand correlation breaks down along the Rio Grande rift-southern
include:the Sierra Nevada, the Basin and Range-Rio Grande Great Plains boundary in northern New Mexico, where a 90 ø
rift province,the northern Rocky Mountains,the Snake River change in orientation stresstransition is well controlled by
plain, and local regionsalong the San Andreas fault near data from Pliocene to Quaternary volcanic fields in both the
right-stepping en echelon offsets.Normal, growth faulting Rio Grande rift and the southernGreat Plains. As might be
within the sedimentarysectionin the Gulf Coastal Plain prob- expectedfrom the recent volcanismon the Great Plains, the
ably resultsfrom a purely extensionalstressregime. Regions regionof high heat flow extendsthroughthat area, and the acof compressionaltectonics(strike slip and thrust faulting) are tual heat flow transition lies to the east. However, the availlocated in the eastern and central as well as the western
able stressdata suggestan extensionalstressregime in the
direction of extenUnited Statesand include the PacificNorthwest, the Big Bend southern Great Plains with --•NNE-SSW
area of the San Andreas, the Colorado Plateau interior, the
sion, as opposedto the much more active WNW-ESE extension in the Rio Grande rift.
Atlantic Coast province, and the Midcontinent provinces.
The occurrenceof a mixed style of faulting within a stress
New data on heat flow in the Mojave block (San Andreas
province with consistentlyoriented stressaxes can be inter- stressprovince) are quite uniform and reveal a mean heat
sent a broad zone of transition in which the horizontal

stresses

preted
in several
ways.Twoof theprincipal
stresses
maybe flow of 67mW/m: (1.6 HFU) [Lachenbruch
et el., 1978].The
approximately
equalin magnitudeand minorregionalvariationsin their relative valuesmight determinethe styleof faulting; this is suggestedby earthquakesalong much of the western margin of the northern Basin and Range [e.g., Hamilton
and Healy, 1969]. Alternately, while comparisonof shallow
(geologic data and in situ stressmeasurements)and deep
(focal mechanisms)stressindicatorswithin a stressprovince
generallysuggeststhat the orientationsof the principal stress
axesmay remain unchangedthroughout the upper crust, it is
possiblethat the relative magnitudesof the principal stresses
may vary markedly with depth. Crosson[1972] attributed the
occurrenceof shallow thrust events,deeper strike slip events,
and very deep (_>60-kmdepth) normal faults with similarily

heat flow rises sharply to the east along a north-northwest
trending boundary that coincideswith the easternlimit of active seismicityand a changefrom predominantlystrike slip to
normal faulting within the Basin and Range province.
Lachenbruch and Sass [1978] have developed thermomechanical models compatible with observedextension rates
to explain the high surfaceheat flow in the Basin and Range
province. These models, which require convection (either
solid state or by magmatic intrusion) in the crust and uppermost mantle, are consistentwith gravity data which require that an influx of massmust accompanythe horizontal
extensionin this province [Thompsonand Burke, 1974]. Such
shallow level thermal sourcesare consistentwith abrupt heat
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flow transitionsalong the margins of the Basin and RangeRio Grande rift province. The Sierra Nevada to Basin and
Rangeheat flow transitionhasbeenfound to occurover <20
km in places[Sasset aL, 1971;A. H. Lachenbruch,oral communication, 1979]. Although data on the eastern Basin and
Range-Colorado Plateau heat flow transition are sparse,the
available data limit this transitionto <75 km [Thompsonand
Zoback, 1979]. The Colorado Plateau-Rio Grande rift heat

flowtransition
isalsoabrup[andoccurs
over<•50 km[Reiter
et aL, 1975; Thompsonand Zoback, 1979].
These abrupt heat flow transitionsare consistentwith the
abrupt stresstransition found along the margins of actively
extendingregionsand indicate shallow sources(crust or uppermostmantle) for both the extensionalstresses
and the heat.
The excellentcorrelationin both the pattern of the heat flow
and stressdata and the abrupt transitionsbetweenprovinces
suggeststhat the stressesrelated to rifting are intimately
linked to the thermal processes.
Regional variations in heat flow with the eastern United
Statesare generallysmall. These variationsare believedto be
nontectonicin origin and to arise from variations in radioactive heat generation[Birchet aL, 1968;Diment et aL, 1972].
However, one thermal anomaly of possibletectonicorigin in
the East has been identified by Swanberget al. [1979] in the
New Madrid (Northern Mississippi Embayment) on the
basis of slightly elevated heat flow values and bottom hole
temperature measurements.The absolute values of the heat

flow (55-67 mW/m:, 1.3-1.6 HFU) are not, however,sufficiently abovethe midcontinentalmean to qualify as a major
heat flow anomaly. Swanberget al. favored the interpretation
of a small convectiveheat flow component,resulting from
deep groundwatercirculationalongupper crustalfracturesassociatedwith the active faulting in that region to explain the
local thermal anomaly.Although silicageothermometrydata
suggesta possiblethermal anomaly in the Charleston, South
Carolina, area [Swanbergand Morgan, 1978], heat flow measured in a 790-m-deep well near the epicenter of the 1866
Charlestonearthquakewas 1.3 HFU (Sassand Ziagos, 1977],
similar to measurementsmade in surroundingareas.
CONCLUDING

REMARKS

Using a variety of techniquesto determine principal stress
orientations,regional patterns of the in situ stressfield of the
conterminous

United

States

have

been

defined.

Within

a

given region,stressorientationsinferred from geologicobservations, earthquake sourcemechanisms,and direct measurement of in situ stressare generallyconsistent(within the accuracy ot the techniques)despite the different depth intervals
sampled.This implies a relatively uniform upper crustalstress
field which can be investigatedby making measurementsat
relatively shallow depths. Stress provinces with consistent
principal stressorientationsand relative magnitudescan be
delineated;thesestressprovinceshave linear dimensionsthat
range from 100 to 2000 km.
With the exceptionof normal 'growth' faulting within the
sedimentarysectionon the Gulf CoastalPlain the central and
easternUnited Statesare dominatedby compressionaltectonism, generally NW-SE compressionalong the Atlantic Coast
and •NE-SW compressionwithin the midcontinent area.
Whereasbroad regionsof the westernUnited Statesare characterizedby extensionaland strikeslip styletectonism,the Pacific Northwest, the Colorado Plateau interior, and the Big
Bend area along the San Andreas fault are dominated by
compressionaldeformation.

STATES

6!49

Much of the complexpattern of stressin the westernUnitecl
Statescan be attributed to presenttransform motion between
the Pacific and North American plates and residual effectsof
past subductionalong the westernedge of the North American plate. Dynamic effectsrelated to the gradual cessationof
subductionand developmentof transform faulting may have
resultedin the anomalouslyhot upper mantle underlying much
of the westernUnited States.This hot upper mantle replaced
the volume of mantle previously occupied by a subducted
lithosphericslab [e.g., Dickinsonand Snyder, 1979].The modem state of stressin the Basin and Range province is apparently largely the resultof superpositionof dextral shearon a
back

arc extensional

stress field initiated

in Miocene

time.

Anomalous patterns in the western United States, notably
WNW-ESE compressionwithin the Colorado Plateau interior
and NNE-SSW

extension

within

the southern

Great

Plains

area, may representcomplex second-ordereffects related to
the active kinematics of the surroundingregions.
The observed pattern of stressin the central and eastern
United Statescan be used to constrainproposedmechanisms
of intraplate stress.The roughly NE-SW compressionin the
Midcontinent stressprovince is generally consistentwith either ridge push or asthenospheric
viscousdrag resistanceto
plate motion. However, drag resistancedirectionscorrelate
better with the stressdata than do ridge push directions,suggestingthat drag may be the primary sourceof stressin the
Midcontinent province.Calculated magnitudesof shear stress
at the baseof the lithospherederivedfrom a drag mechanism
are typically only a few bars [e.g., Chappeland Tullis, 1977];
however, accumulating evidence from xenolith studies indicatesthat stressesin the upper mantle may be of the order
of a hundred bars [Mercier, 1980]. Also, a poorly developed
low-velocityzone [Herrin, 1972] and a thick cold lithosphere
under cratonic regionsmay explain why viscousdrag resistancemay be an important mechanismfor slowmoving continents.

Asthenospheric counterflow models, whose effects have

been suggested
to be 2-3 timesthat of simpledrag resistance
to plate motion [cf. Chase, 1979;Hager and O'Connell, 1979],
do not apply;predictedstressorientationsare nearly 90ø from
thoseobservedin the Midcontinent province.Perhapsmajor
variations in lithosphericthicknessact to 'channel' this counterflow and present models which assumea worldwide uniformly thick lithosphereare too simplistic.
Sourcesof stressin the Atlantic Coastregionremain unresolved. Calculated ridge push and drag resistancedirections
are 300-80 ø oblique to inferred stressorientations and indicatethat if ridge pushis an importantforceprovidingcompressionacrossthe Atlantic Coast region, additional effects
must be superimposedto explain the observeddirection of
maximum horizontal compression.The orientation of this
compression,approximately perpendicularto both the continental margin and the Appalachian Fold Belt, suggestsa
causal relationship.Lateral density contrastsassociatedwith
crustalstructureat a passivecontinentalmargin predict extension perpendicularto the continentalmargin rather than the
observed compression.Lithospheric flexure resulting from
sediment loading also predicts extension on the continental
margin. Stressesderived from major lithosphericthickening
alongthe edgeof the continentalsoappearunlikely;presently
available seismicdata suggestlittle contrast in thicknessbetween the coastalplain lithosphereand the adjacent 180-190
m.y. old oceaniclithosphere.Lithosphericstructureunder the
Appalachian Fold Belt, however,remainsunexamined.Postu-
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lated southeastward
directedgravity backslidingof the Appalachiansalong a major detachment,while capableof explainingthe observedorientationof compressive
stresswithin
the Atlantic Coast province, is inconsistentwith evidenceof
compressional
tectonism(Recentthrustfaulting)in the main
elevatedcore of the Appalachians.Rotation of stress(or
strain) by anisotropicbasementstructureand flexural effects

in responseto erosionand deglaciationare suggested
as possible influences on the stress field.
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